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KINGDOM OF MOROCCO

SOCIAL PROTECTION NOTE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I. INTRODUCTION
The 1990s brought several major political changes to Morocco, marked in April 1998 with the first
socialist-led coalition govermment (altemance) in the country's history. Then, in July 1999, King
Mohammed VI came to the throne to lead a young population in the middle of a fast changing,
"globalizing" world. Already in the early 1990s, the late King Hassan II encouraged village associations
and other non governmental organizations (NGOs) to undertake community-level actions to improve their
living conditions. King Mohammed VI brought a new elan to poverty reduction efforts, through his early
speeches, through the mobilization of funds and through the establishment of new foundations with strong
NGO representation. Particularly he has challenged the govemment, civil society, the private sector, and
the whole population to collaborate and face up to these difficult issues. He and the altemance
govemment have brought visible improvements to the justice system, human rights and tolerance for open
discussions about social problems in the media.
Despite increasing emphasis on social development dunng the 1990s, Morocco's social protection (SP) is
facing many challenges. During the last decade, sluggish economic growth has been the main cause of
rising unemployment, poverty and vulnerability. Although macroeconomic management has successfully
ensured stability, it has neither promoted growth nor created a more favorable evolution in the structure of
the economy. Labor supply is growing faster than the economy is able to absorb, and the few jobs being
created are not for unskilled workers. The rural/urban divide is still large and public expenditures in social
sectors, although increasing, are still (i) insufficient for lifting people out of poverty and reducing
vulnerabilities; (ii) skewed toward the better-off; and (iii) inefficient. At the same time slow economic
growth, increasing unemployment and weakening family solidarity have increased social demands and
have put additional pressures on the SP system.
Based on recent work of the World Bank,1 the proposed framework of this note expands the traditional
view of social protection to include the wide array of mechanisms that reduce vulnerability by helping
individuals to manage social risks. In the context of a comprehensive framework, this broader approach to
social protection takes into consideration the whole set of mechanisms that assist individuals, households
and communities to better-manage risks ranging from economic crises or shocks to fluctuations in
weather or longevity Therefore, education and health sectors that play a major role in reducing social risk
and increasing opportunities are also treated among social protection programs. The purpose of this
Social Protection (SP) note is to provide a comprehensive diagnosis of the existing social protection
programs (using the broader approach) in Morocco and to prepare the ground for further developing SP
priorities and action plans. It (a) identifies broadly social risks faced by the Moroccan population; (b)
examines all current SP measures (public, private and civil society) designed to reduce poverty and the
vulnerability of people to shocks to their income and well-being; and (c) identifies different elements of
an effective SP strategy. The study builds on a considerable amount of earlier sectoral work. It
complements the World Bank's latest Poverty Update 2 and is designed to provide input to the Country
Assistance Strategy (CAS).
I
2
3

See: "Reducing vulnerability and increasing opportunity: Social protection In the Middle East and North Africa"; World
Bank, Orientations in development series, 2002.
See: "Kingdom of Morocco: Poverty Update"; World Bank report# 21506-MOR; March 30, 2001.
See "Kingdom of Morocco: CAS"; World Bank report #22115-MOR; May 7, 2001

Because about one half of Morocco's population is considered either poor or near poor, this note places a
priority on measures to improve human capital and tz reduce the rislcs and vulnerability faced by that
population. There are three broad groups of programs and initiatives that help people
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basic health care and education programs
flrem flllImg iimqo pveEly by increasing their employability and productivity and mechanisms aimed at
reducing iishs such as labor market policies and active laboor market programs; (ii' ccntributive social
insurance schemes which aim at
thiat are likely to occur over a lifetime (siclamess and old
age, effects of policy adjustments, droughts); and (iii) assistance programs (public and private) to help
people cope witL risks from negative shoclcs beyond their control, e.g. mental or physical impairment, or
calamities affecting specific regions.
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To address development and SP needs of thne population, government needs to develop new, more cesteffective approaches based on the risks various groups in both rural and urban areas are facing. There is
no single solution for improving the efficiency and coverage of the social protection system. Efforts are
required at all levels with close collaboration of all patners. T?he policy tools and aiffrdable social
protection measures exist to promote some decentalizvtion and 'oroader based development through
partnerships with the private sector and NGOs, but decisionmakers need to create an environment that
stimulates such actions. Reforms in the social areas req^uire long time horizons, bu" to have positive
results quite quickly, authorities should consider the following elements in designing an effective SP
program: (i) setting up a coherent social protection framework that is compatible wilh the national
poverty alleviation strategy; (ii) addressing the key questions conceming the financing of social
protection and the coordination between the different pilyers while taking into account tHe reallocation,
rationalization and optimization of available resources, (iii) ensuring cost effectiveness and financial
sustainability of the intervention by making sure that programs complement ezch other; (iv) reinforcing
effective programs through some new expenditures and shifts in resources while improving targeting and
delivery mechanisms (program coverage, targeted population and leakages); (v) setting up priorities to try
new approaches (e.g. adult literacy, training, health outreach, ncn-formal schools, small farm extension
and technology, crop and water management); (vi) ensuring feasibility of implementation (politically,
economically and socially); and (vii) evaluating net distributional impact of the programs.
This note does not claim to taclde the issue of social protection in Morocco in-depth. Rather, its objective
is to define a framework for an integrated approach to a social protection system and to propose broad
strategic lines of action susceptible to help the reform of social protection systems in Morocco.
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> ClHnate (&e ht/fod1s> Morocco's endemnic vulneraoility to drought makes agriculture a highly
risky endeavor for the 60-70 percent ox farmers with poor productive assets.
> lDegniadzdom of the faEnd. As a result of droughits, forest resources are degraded; yields from the
overly exploited; marginal lands are low; and past population growth is putting a pressrre on land.
> Ieoor availlblt of water. The availability of irrigated water is uncertain. increases in salinaticn
and limitations to pumping groundwater aquifers mean that by 2010 Morocco will become a waterdeficient country.
> Laclk of access to Emowlledge. Lack of educatior limits the rural population's access to knowledge
needed to improve on-farm productivity, commercialize their products, and diversify tneir income
sources. Education levels for small farmers are exceptionally low (70 percent of the rural population
and 83 percent of rural females are illiterate).

> Poor health, nutrition. More than 50 percent of the rural populations does not have access to basic
health services. Health insurance is virtually non-existent, and the majority of the rural population has
poor access to basic health services. Infant and maternal mortality rates are comparable to lowincome countries, and many children suffer from chronic malnutntion and micronutnent deficiencies.
> Lack of basic infrastructure. Less than 30 percent of the rural population has access to potable
water; only about 20 percent has access to electricity, and many villages have no access to roads.
> Physical handicaps, old age and lack of access to Social Protection. There are no savings, pension
or social security programs, and the elderly or infirm must be looked after by families.
Risks Faced by the Urban Population
> Unemployment and layoffs. Urban unemployment is on the rise, especially for first time job seekers
(42 percent), unemployed graduates (32 percent) and household heads (10 percent). High job
destruction rates, modest formal sector job creation, and growing urban labor supply are the main
issues to address.
> Low wages and underemployment. The poor in search of work with no family members to protect
them and with limited education are obliged to take poverty-line wages in informal sector jobs.
> Low education level. Nearly half the urban population is between ages 15 and 39, but the majority
have little education; and many of those with training or advanced degrees find their training
inappropriate for jobs offered. An estimated 40 percent of the urban workforce is illiterate, and the
average years of schooling is low (2.6 years compared to 8 years in Chile, 7 in Mexico and 5 in
Tunisia).
> Inadequate training. Of the 2-3 million school-age children out of school, many become
"apprentices", performing tedious, even dangerous tasks, for little or no pay and uncertain acquisition
of know-how. On-the-job training is still quite modest, but it is growing.
> Lack of health insurance and old age coverage. Health indicators are better in urban areas, though
formal health insurance covers only 15 percent of the population (three-fourths of whom are civil
servants) and social security covers only 23 percent of the total workforce (formal-sector workers).
Those without coverage rely on family solidarity.
> Inadequate housing and urban services. The influx of rural migrants to urban areas has outpaced
the supply of social housing and basic services (sanitation and schools). An estimated 25 percent of
urban dwellers are living in "shanty towns" and informal settlements. Access to services in shanty
towns is very low, while in informal settlements it is estimated to reach about 26 percent of the
households with potable water and 43 percent with sanitation. The growth of these settlements is
mainly due to inflexible, costly land regulations and inadequate financing systems of social housing.
> Social exclusion. Although the numbers are still relatively small, the weakening of family solidarity
in urban areas has left many groups with no where to turn for assistance (unwed mothers, street
children, handicapped, battered women, and AIDS sufferers).

m.

EXISTING PROGRAMS

Public Social Development Programs: Health and Education
>

Health expenditure is quite low (1.1 percent of GDP compared to 2-2.5 percent in other countries of
similar per capita income), and public spending heavily favors urban areas (78 percent of total
recurrent expenditures go to urban hospitals and clinics). There is an oversupply of doctors in urban
areas and a shortage of female nurses, midwifes, and health care visitors in rural and peri-urban areas.
The system faces two challenges: (i) major shortfalls in access to basic health care for half the
population (rural and peri-urban); and (ii) an older, urbanized population with chronic and
degenerative type diseases that are more expensive to treat, and who are demanding more and better
care. So far, the system has been more inclined to address the needs of the second group, which is
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much smaller but rnore vocal. There is no compulsory or universal medical insurance coverage. Only
16.4 percent of the total population is covered by optional health insurance (almost exclusively
formal-sector urban dwellers). Under the 3Af4, 7rrnll LzItgl2 s7l
are being built. They, however,
often remain under-staffed for several months, and it is difficult for women from more remote areas
to access them.

> Edaloimn

nnrer are about average by international standards (5.9 percent of CDP in 1998)
but with worse performance results than comparable or even poorer countries. Public spending also
favors secondary schools and the better-off in -urbm areas. Expenditures per student in secondary
school (grades 7-12) are three times greater than for primary school (compzared to only 1.4 times
higher in OECD counLTies). Primary schools (grades 1-6) in urban areas are dilapidated and seriously
overcrowded, and those in rural areas are oftef, remote from the actual centers of rural life.
Expenditures on primary education and enrollment rates for girls in rural areas have increased, thanks
in part to the BAJ program. But the-e are questions about quality, retums on investment, and the
Ministry's "blueprint" approach. School constructicns (concrete classrooms that freeze in winter and
bake in summer), standardized curriculum, and teaching methods do not fit every corner of Morocco.
Community-based schools in Morocco show favorable cosA/enefit outcomes and demonstrate that
location, simple classroom constructions, home origin of teachers, parental involvement, hours,
language of instruction, and curricula all need to adept to local conditions. ?ublic schools have now
been granted some flexibility in setting their timetable, and a few have taken advantage of this change
to adapt to local conditions (often in emulation of a near-by cornmunity-based school). 7lllle Loy2
OCmmessnom oizon
ZaLmi2anim launched in 1999
the late .ing Hassan E, identified many lessons
and proposed a series of ambitious education reforms that have since been endorsed by the Parliament
(March 2000) and are to be implemented over the neAt decade.
Toy
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> IPnice $n parts and other incentives for cereal production, along with high protection rates for staple
crops, and the expansion of modem irrigation are the policy instruments designed to promote food
security. But these policies have neither ensured domestic cereal supplies nor stemmed the tide of
rural mnigration. They have contributed to the country's increased vulnerability to droughts and sharp
year-to-year fluctuations in output and econornic growth, and they have benefited mainly a small
number of larger, better-endowed farmers.
> IDranEIkt reaef piaograr
Emergency drought relief and rural public works infrastructure programs
are important sources of income helping rural populations get through climnatic shocks. Outlays in
these areas have gone up sharply in recent years, but there ue increasing questions on the efficiency
and returns to these high and frecuent "emergency" expenditures.
> lRnral inframtrn ra spending has increased sharply in the past three years, albeit from very low
levels. In view of the high costs to provide some of these services (electricity and roads), concerned
conmmunities and the Ministries are trying to develop more cost-effective solutions.
> PubHIlc worus (¢Frircmioia Nnltlacmsflea) is the country's best targeted assistance and safety net program
and should be considered for expansion. Its administrative overheads are very low and about 40
percent of its 325,000 jobs created since 1990 are labor intensive civil works in rural areas.
ub'bS
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Most of the government programs are targeted toward the urban areas. Neveztheless, the absence of
private sector led growth, low private investment, and modest job creation pose major handicaps to urban
4

Social priorities program of the governrent.
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development and place the livelihoods of a significant portion of urban dwellers at risk. Slow growth also
magnifies the existing problems with labor policies and weak initial training. Moroccan companies can
no longer maintain profitability with a low-wage, low-quality workforce. Managers also need to get up to
speed with newer management techniques that motivate workers to innovate and recognize merit.
> Active labor market policies are a political necessity given the prevalence of unemployed
graduates. The credit schemes may help young graduates set up businesses, but the wage subsidy
scheme needs to be reviewed.
> Expenditures for food subsidies have tripled since 1990 (to 1.6 percent of GDP), but they are
more of a price correction to industry for high farm support prices than a subsidy to consumers.
> Entraide Nationale plays an important SP role, but it has a small budget (<US$20 million per
year) and reaches only 80,000 beneficiaries (mainly young women and children).
> Social housing programs are intended to relocate urban poor from unhygienic conditions to
selected sites where the state provides serviced sites. Allocations to these program have
increased. While these programs have certainly contributed to improving housing conditions of
the poor, their sustainability is reaching its limits as access to public land is scarce, and major
beneficiaries of public land development schemes are more likely to be low- to mid-level civil
servants, not just the poor.
> Social security outlays relative to GDP have doubled since 1990, but only benefit about 23
percent of the workforce (2.3 million workers) and 36 percent of people age 60 or older manly in
urban areas. The schemes are tilted toward the public sector, where about 50 percent of the
benefits flow (even though the public sector only represents 10 percent of the total labor force).
The "pay-as-you-go" pension programs are critically under funded, as the number of retirees
increases, while the numbers of contributors is stagnating. The current pension system does
nothing to address the safety net problems of the most needy; low wage, lifelong contributors to
the CNSS are concerned that its financial management problems will leave them (or their
widows) with no protection from poverty in their old age; and private-sector professionals and
civil servants expect a generous retirement package that will enable them to maintain their current
lifestyles.
IV. ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE SOCIAL PROTECTION IN MOROCCO
Education
Introducing flexibility in delivery mechanisms and reallocating expenditures toward primary
education will allow achieving close to universal primary enrollment within existing budgets. The
education reform charter is opening the door to reforms: moving away from standardized schools,
recognizing the use of Berber languages in classrooms, making the hours and vacation periods fit the
needs of local rural communities and, allowing unemployed graduates to be hired as primary school
teachers. The Bank's Education Strategy Note identifies the objectives and priority measures to
implement these reforns based on studies and recent experience under the BAJ project.
> Reviewing quality of universities and increasing their autonomy. Universities must produce
graduates that are employable. Reforms that aim to increase efficiency and labor-market
responsiveness include giving more autonomy to universities, promoting partnerships with private
companies, introducing an element of user fees, and limiting open enrollment are changes in the right
direction. Over time, faculties should produce fewer graduates for whom market demand is weak and
more graduates in new high-demand areas (i.e. business, urban planmng, sanitation/water engineers).
> Improving delivery mechanisms and increasing decentralization. This can be achieved by
identifying clear objectives, listening to the ideas of teachers and communities, monitoring outcomes,
constructing fewer standard type schools and relying more on small, village-level classrooms. The
Bank (through the on-going BAJ) can help the government to implement the proposed reforms.
>
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S>
StremnTiemimg
thNe momn-fbima edcn.!o Non-forrai education is not a blanket sojution to all the
problems of primary education. Nevertheless, these schools are introducing the notion of teacher
accountability, and they appezr to be offering options to rural and peri-urban children for whom the
public system has not been a viable altemative. 7he Ministry (with support from the BA) should
complete the evaluation assessment of these schcols with the objective of: (i) drawing iessons for the
public system; (ii) addressing shortcomings; and (iii) expanding/strengthening the program.
>
rirodlmncmg s¢h0arS
$
r Bs. For poor, rural children, especially girls, the opportunity to
attend school comes at a very high price. A recent WGO program financing the attendahce of rural
girls in grades 7 through 9 has shown good results at a modest cost. This new program requires
monitoring and evaluation to help the government decide whethe: to expand it - by building more
dormitories for girls (which could be promoted undxr the BAJ Coordination PN component) and a
national scholarship program financed by the Ministry of Education (MEN) with support from local
community associat-ons.
Hed¢2 CLT,e
Ra3eren$hmg alfbic enpemdkitnnrea ifer I£enEtL eare L
'2'sSeffeetive servaee0. Future spending
increases should be directed toward cost-effective bealth care outreach programs in rural areas. I
will also be critical tnat the government implement sound health financing and reallocation
mechanisms, as well as hospital reforms in order to increase and redirect the badly needed resources
to improve and sustain efforts in the health sector.
> 7iromotimg hnealh o2erelc e ofoRte. The provisfo.n of rural health services to poor, remote
communities merits serious consideration, perhaps beginning on a small scale in cooperation with the
BM
AJHealth project, other donors, NGOs, and suppoyt from the Social Fund (ADS). Outreach efforts
could be more cost-effective and reduce the need to constucL more centers or clinics and could
promote hiring more female nurses or midwives, who would systematically visit remote villages, train
local women, provide medicines and deliver health messages.
> Hmncirezsnmg CZo
r peeSehfpe between the Ministries, NWGs and other donors for the
micronutrient campaign is a good example of how the Ministry of Eealth can pursue cooperative
partnerships with NGOs and other ministries to the public's benefit.
>
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tat orops zinf mer aong waler mse efncmey. Since incidence of

droughts has substantially increased, cropping patterms and water use need to be adjusted. More
resources have to shift to rain-fed areas, and drip idgation must become the norm. Promotion of
drought resistant crops can be achieved through adjustments in prices, tariff reforms, research and
extension advice to help farmers reduce the vulnerabilities to drought. Water use can become more
efficient through a realistic assessment of the rate of return on water use, the development of
affordable/suitable technology for smaller scale irrigation and widespread conversion to drip
irrigation.
>
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Despite continued out-migration

from rural areas, there will still be significant concentrations of poor among the smnall landholders.
Some countries have successful extension programs to raise revenues of poorer farmers, and
Moroccan authorities with NGO collaboration are trying to integrate these innovations into their
Rural Development Strategy, taking into account the cr3ss-sector needs of poor rural communities.
>

Pirovidinipg edua& tonam

f:low-.ow to help farn communities earn higher value added from crop

'E(f

production by improving the quality of connected ancillary services like processing, muareting and
transport.
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Transfers/Public Works programs/Rural Infrastructure
> Promoting community-based approaches. To improve the use of money transfers from family
members working abroad or in urban centers, in recent years, many village NGOs have organized
themselves to use these transfers to help develop a series of interconnected investments affecting the
entire community. The authorities and donor agencies need to expand these approaches and work in
cooperation with Ministries, local NGOs and other donors. The BAJ project, the cross-sector
development project under preparation, and new ADS pilot initiatives could all be good testing
grounds for cross-sector, community-based approaches.
> Expanding and diversifying public works. Promotion Nationale program could be diversified to
cover a wider range of activities (dorms in rural areas for girls at the upper basic level, small
irrigation systems, water distribution, and sanitation, etc.) and expanded to include more activities in
peri-urban areas for slum rehabilitation, environmental clean-up, and the organization of waste
management. In both rural and urban areas, PN needs to: (i) enforce labor intensive methods; (ii)
make a greater effort to involve the local populations in project development and post-project
management; and (iii) involve private sector requinng utilization of labor intensive method.
Employment and Training
> Expanding adult literacy programs. To ensure that "unskilled" workforce is at least able to read
and understand manuals, adult literacy training is one obvious response, but international experience
with adult literacy has shown mixed results. Some innovative methods for women are showing signs
of success, and literacy combined with skills training is also showing promising outcomes. The
existing program needs to be expanded and the Directorate, with support from donors, needs to
develop innovative training methods (e.g., more relevant manuals) and monitor outcomes.
> Improving quality and provision of public and private vocational training. To help companies
raise their level of productivity, new laws and reforms improving the quality and provision of public
and private vocational training, particularly for in-service training, need to be introduced in order to
involve directly enterprises and their workers in management. A rigorous momtoring system of
training programs must be put in place to evaluate the impact of the programs (pre-employment and
in-service vocational training) on the integration of first-time job seekers and on the competitiveness
of enterprises. To promote competition and improve quality, government regulators need to supervise
quality of growing private-sector training institutes and provide objective evaluations for all training
centers.
> Evaluating the efficiency of active labor market policies. The new public sector employment
intermediation agency (ANAPEC) could help improve job placements, along with the strengthening
of private placement agencies (to be codified in the draft Labor code).
> Reducing obstacles to new private investment and job creation. Without private investment and
new job creation, the above training and employment efforts will not make a dent in the problem.
Measures to improve the quality of labor supply must be accompanied by the removal of obstacles to
new private investment, particularly in the promotion and expansion of small and medium businesses.
Social Assistance
> Gradually phasing out the Consumer Food Subsidy program. This reform needs to be
implemented in conjunction with agricultural price (tariff reductions) and other policy reforms,
restructuring of the related food processmg industry and an expansion of other assistance programs
that are better targeted to the poor and vulnerable groups.

viii
>

iMg E etoozedl Ev2re
HoPegg N'evae. Currently RNT is in the process of restructuring to
make it more responsive to the groups it seeks to assist. 3efore expanding its programs, in order to be
successful, it would need to undergo civil service type reforms. Decentralization, accountability,
program innovation, and more cost effective service delivery mechanisms are all badly needed.

> Ieromolmg anm e lent O :½..j rnarlet.
=
lncreasing tenure security, enforcing transparent and
flexible housing and land development regulations and adopt;ing a more efficient processes of land
registry and property rights are essential elements in the promotion of a housing market. in addition,
these will help increase the liquidity of this main asset of the poor and reduce the overall social cost
of direct provision of housing and related services.
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moienseeldlsa. This will help to address the complexity of laM acquisition and tenure issues. A numb'oer
of upgrading in situ projects h2ve been implemented m tie past with donor assistance and smialler
programs are occasionally undertaken at the local Eevel. Thnese programs are generally less disrupotive
than relocation to new sites and have the benefit of reaching a large numboer of poor households at
lower cost than the more common option of relocating shantytown inhabitants t.o serviced sites.
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Fundamental reforms to address the

structural issues that reduce access of the poor to serviced land, infrastr-ncture and housing are
required to prevent the proliferation of shntytowns andd infbnnal housing developments and the high
densities and degradation of the medina housing stock. These measures must respond to the needs of
the poor either by up-front grants or by smell credits for housing construction.

> lLannmcliMmg lpnmsiom ireiibrms to mhpirove tInei LroE tenrl 2anea
aaility
Given
demographic shifts and the anticipated emerging stric'ural deficits in the pens:ons schemes, each
program needs to re-examine benefits (replacement rates, age of retirement, maximum benefits for
years of service, etc.) and devise plans to avoid pressure on the central government budget. For those
who can not afford to participate in the insurance syste,n, introduction of assistance programs to the
most needy, possibly on a means-tested basis and financed by general revenues, could be considered.
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dff=EIt tn&aoffsl. This commission needs to: (i) review all schemes' contribution and benefit
calculations based on actuarial analysis; (ii) gradually develo? a system of capitalized pension
schemes to complement existing schemes; and (iii) reduce administrative costs in all the schemes.

I. POVERTY, MACROECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AND
SOCIAL PROTECTION PROGRAMS

A. OVERVIEW
1.1
Social protection (SP), for the purposes of this paper, is defined as all public, private, and civil
society measures designed to reduce the vulnerability of people to shocks to their income and well-being.
The report looks at the risks faced by different groups and the programs and strategies in place to deal
with these risks. Section B of this chapter summarizes the findings of the 1998 Living Standard
Measurement Survey (LSMS) presented in the "Kingdom of Morocco: Poverty Update", World Bank
Report, March 2001 (Report No. 21506-MOR). Section C summarizes key macroeconomic policies that
may have hindered growth objectives and relies on two World Bank reports: "Sources of Growth", May
2000; and "Private Sector Update", December 1999. Section D provides an overview of existing
govermnent programs and recent initiatives, which are discussed in more detail in the report.
B. POVERTY UPDATE
1.2
While the 1980s were marked by a substantial decline in poverty, the 1990s saw a 50 percent
increase in poverty. In 1998/99 about 19 percent of Morocco's population (5.3 million) was considered
poor compared to 13 percent (3.4 million) in 1991. During the 1990s the number of people just above the
poverty line also increased, reaching another 7 million people. The increase in these consumption-based
poverty measures has been accompanied by an improvement in access to social services during the 1990s.
Nevertheless, urban-rural imbalances are still large and continue to be a crucial policy issue for the social
protection system (Chapters II and E).
1.3
Poverty continues to be mostly a rural phenomenon: almost one Moroccan out of four is poor in
rural areas compared to one out of ten in urban areas. Both the depth and severity of poverty have
increased during the 1990s, particularly in rural areas where 70 percent of the poor and 90 percent of the
extreme poor reside. The category "extreme poor" is defined as those below the food poverty line, which
is the threshold that distinguishes those with only enough means to maintain a minimum caloric intake
required for survival. The numbers of extreme poor have increased, and the disparities between rural and
urban areas are strilcing. While the share of extreme poor in urban areas remained about the same, the
number in rural areas tripled, from 255,000 people in 1990/91 to 844,000 in 1998/99. These findings
confirm the predominant rural character of poverty and the particular SP challenges for a poor rural
population. Due to increasing urbanization, urban poverty is also becoming more of a concern. The share
of the poor living in urban areas increased from 8 percent to 12 percent between 1990 and 1998.
Poverty Profdle
1.4
The profile of the poor did not change significantly during the 1990s. Poverty in both urban and
rural areas is largely associated with (i) larger household size and a higher income earner/dependency ratio;
and (ii) lack of human capital (in 1998/99 about 64 percent of the poor had no education and about 17
percent had only primary education). At the national level, the number of income earners per household is
low in Morocco. On average, a household of six members has only two gainfully employed members.
Reliance on a sole earner for each household means high exposure to risks of illness or loss of employment.
At the national level, the distribution of the poor by sector of activity of the head of the household shows
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that most of the poor work in tne agriculture sector (57 percent) followed by services (26 percent) and
construction (13 percent). In urban areas 58 percent of the poor have their breadwinner working in services,
and in rural areas 75 percent of the poor have their Ix-eadwinner Li the agricultural sector-where they
frequently try to find other sources of income, worlkng in odd jobs, moving back and forth throughout the
year from rural and urbar- areas.
1.5
The poor, particularly in rural areas, are not unemp'oyed, but they are vastly underemployed,
worldng as subsistence farmers or as occasional laborers on larger farms. Farml laborers must live the entire
year on income earned, on average, in three months. n urban areas, the increase in poverty during the
1990s is correlated with an increase in unemployment: in 1998, 28 percent of the urban unemployed were
poor compared to 20 percent in 1991. 3oth public and private transfers represent important components of
all household income, the lack of which would increase poverty and inequality in both urban and rural
areas (Chapters [i and EI).
C. 16CROIECONOM¢C
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1.6
Per capita GDP growth rates fell by around 2 percentage points in the 1990s, from an annual
average of 2.1 percent between 1986 and 1991 to 0.1 percent between 1991 and 1998. This drop in
growth contrasts sharply with the high average per capita growth rates reached in many East Asian and
South Asian countries during the same period and is the principal reason underlying the increase in
poverty between the two periods. The decline in ClDP growth during the 1990s was driven mainly by the
drop in the agriculture sector, but even non-agricultural GD? growth dropped from an annual average of
4.2 percent to 2.8 percent. Slow growth in services, industry and manufacturing, which were driving forces
of growth in the 1980s, have all contributed to the decliie of non-agricultural growth between 1991 and
1998. In addition to agriculture and services, where the poor are mainly employed, the construction
sector also grew more slowly during the 1990s (Table 1.1).
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Real GDP growth
Agnculture
Industry
Manufacturing
Construction

Services
Real GDP non-agriculture growth
Real per capita GDP growth
Source: "Sources of Growth ", Zlorld Bank, May 2000.
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4.1
40
3.6

1.9
-1.8
3.1

4.5
3.8

2.6
1.7

4.5

2.6

4.2
2.1

2.8
0.1
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1.7
The Moroccan authorities are widely credited with maintaining stable macroeconomic policiesa prerequisite for economic growth. The stabilization and structural reform program initiated in the 1980s
brought a significant degree of macroeconomic stability and anl improved level of efficiency in the use of
resources in Morocco. Today, the inflation rate is on par withn the EU countries (one to two percent), tax
revenues as a share of GDP (25 percent) compare favorably to other low- to middle-income countries,
which are generally around 20 percent. The central government balance has improved significantly from
the high deficit of the early 1980s ,11.6 percent) to a deficit of around 4.5 percent of GDP for the mid to
late 1990s. These are all important accomplishments.
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1.8
The frustrating problem for policymakers, however, is the sharp variability in growth
performance and the static nature of the economy. There has been virtually no shift in the structure of the
Moroccan economy for the past 20 years. The agricultural sector (and its growing susceptibility to
climatic and other shocks) remains in a strong position to dominate overall year-to-year economic
performance (Chapter II, part B). The issue facing policymakers is how to adjust several measures where
macroeconomic policy improvements might have softened growth swings, or at least minimized
fluctuations of real GDP and moved policies from stabilization toward pro-growth.
Balance of Payments, Trade Performance, and Exchange Rate Policy
1.9
Morocco's rather high debt service ratio, its sizeable trade deficit (six to seven percent of GDP)
and the large role of worker's remittances (US$2.2 billion) and tourism receipts (US$2 billion) in
financing the deficit make the external trade position somewhat vulnerable, particularly under current
international conditions (Table 1.2, part A). Morocco's export industry is key to generating growth and
employment and to providing a more sustainable trade position. It comprises only 25 percent of industrial
enterprises, but it employs 60 percent of manpower (low-pay workers mainly in clothing and textiles);
and it produces more than 50 percent of industrial output. 5 During the 1986-1991 period, the fast
expansion of job opportunities in the manufacturing exportable sector was a major reason for the
reduction of poverty. This situation was
1.2: Evolution of Macro Indicators
reversed,
inthe
1990s.Table
reversed, however,
in the owever,
1990s.
Part A. External Indicators

1.10

Between 1986-1991 and 19911998, the overall growth of exports
(including
temporary
admissions)
collapsed by one-third in dollar terms,
going from an average 14 percent p.a.
growth rate to just 5 percent in the 1990s.
This slowdown is believed to be a major
cause of the recent expansion in the
numbers of poor. The main reason for the
loss in competitiveness was not the
evoluion
f unt labr cots (hich
evolution of
unit labor costs (which
increased only slightly), rather it was a 17

Ratio%ofGDP
Trade Balance
Current Acct Balance
Debt Service/Xs G&S

percent appreciation of the real effective

Source InternationalMonetaryFund.

1995

-7.5
-3.5

1996

-6.0
0.1

1997

-5.6
-0.3

1998

-6.3
-0.3
30.0

Part B. Savings & Investment Indicators (ratio/GDP)
20.4
Fisconal Savance
17.3
20.0

22.2

Non Government
Government
Gross Dom. Investment
Non government
Govermment
Gross Fixed Inv.

20.5
1.7
22.6
19.9
2.8
21.6

14.6
2.7
20.7
17.0
3.7
21.4

17.4
2.6
19.8
17.7
3.1
19.4

17.8
2.6
20.7
17.4
3.3
20.7

exchange rate.6 An appreciating exchange
rate generally implies tight monetary policy, benefiting the financial sector and savers, but it harms
exporters, import competitors, borrowers, and labor.
FiscalPolicy
1.11
A declining fiscal deficit combined with some successful tax reforms have improved Morocco's
fiscal situation. 7 The effective corporate tax rate for domestic firms has come down from 50 percent in
manufacturing and 44 percent in services in 1986 to 24 percent and 20 percent respectively by mid 1995.
This should have a positive effect on business activity and investment. The overall fiscal deficit has come
down relative to its unsustainable level of around 11 percent in the early 1980s, but the positive impact
from deficit reduction on economic activity has been dampened by the way the spending cuts were
5
6
'

See: World Bank, "Pnvate Sector Update", December 1999.
See: "Kingdom of Morocco: Poverty Update"; World Bank, March 2001, report # 21506-MOR;
Morocco: Sources of Growth"; World Bank, May 2000.
See: World Bank, "Private Sector Update", December 1999.

and "Kingdom of
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achieved. Rather than reducing current expenditures, public investment was cut with generally adverse
repercussions on growth. During the 1990s, the fiscail deficit has drifted upwards from an average of
three percent in the early 1990s to closer to four percent in the mnid to late 1990s (reaching an estimated
4.7 percent in 1999) and government investment has remained flat and quite low (three percent) (Table
1.2, part B).
mve.meint rnate and low capacity utilization rates are
nd
The relatively Row ithnuomnE ozvrnEs
1.12
areas of concern for future growth prospects. The authorities have most direct control over public
savings, but the high civil service wage bill (nearly 12 percent of GDP) and high debt servicing
requirements make higher public savings difficult, without a fairly deep reform of public administration.
Private (non-government) savings rates are also quite iow (Table 1.2, part 3), and only 15 percent of the
adult population are even inside the banking system-and among those, many have high personal debts.
Low and static gross fixed investment and a significant fiscal deficit are symptoms of structural issues
that must be addressed simultaneously, since changes in one area affects other areas. Morocco needs both
higher levels of private investment and higher and more efficient levels of public investment. Neither are
easy to achieve without consistent and timely structural reforms. The recent F-ree Trade Agreement with
the European Union mnay help the authorities put in place difficult structural reforms that will promote
growth and efficiency.
D. GOVERNMENT 7RORANS/
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Many SP reforms will take their lead from vider structural reforms and expenditure reallocations.
1.13
Privatization receipts can enable SP spending increases; yet, unless the authorities focus on efficiency,
simply increasing resources will pay poor dividends. The govermment of Alternance has been working to
improve its social policies but has had difficulty reaching consensus, and it frequently takes several years
for a new initiative to be developed from a concept to action on the ground. Box 1.1 presents a few of the
initiatives which could have positive outcomes for social protection policies, and Table 1.4 presents costs
and coverage of governmment SP programs . In the context of govemment budgetary efforts on social
protection, since 2001 authorities have launched preliminary work to implement concrete national social
protection accounts.
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Box 1.1: Recent Legal and Reform Initiatives
Initiative

Year
1997

EDUCATION & ADULT LITERACY
NGO/Ministry of Education Agreement Nonformal Schools (Chapter II)

Uniqueness and/or Potential Impact
One of the first grass roots initiatives that the GoM supported.
Valuable expenence for broader reforms of the public system,
good public/NGO partnership.

1998

Royal Commission on Education Reform COSEF
(Chapter 11)

High level, with a wide representation of groups from vanous
backgrounds. Many reforms, never before thought possible
have been put into law.

1998/
1999

Adult Literacy Campaign (Chapter II)

Compelling needs, high level commtument.
and quality training for trainers.

1998/
2002

Amendment of the 1974 Decree on Vocational
Training Tax (TFP),and its adoption by the
govemment in April 2002, to ensure financial
sustainability of its mechanisms through the
allocation of a fraction of the TFP for the
financing of in-service vocational training.

The objective is to allocate a fraction of the TFP for the
training in order to ensure its
financing of in-service
sustainability. Chance to create competitive delivery of training
to enterprises, with strong input from private industnes.

2000

ANAPEC (National Employment Agency) &
Unified Code du Travail 2000

Improve labor market outcomes through better information,
testing of active labor market programs, providing employers
with more modem, clear employment rules.

19982001

SME Development Program

This is a major initiative designed to promote the creation of
small businesses, offering the country's best hope of
significantly expanding employment.

Lacks resources

TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT

SOCIAL SAFETY NETS
1998

Mohamed V Foundation for Solidarity & Lutte
contre la Pauvrete Campaigns

National attention, credibility, focused programs (year 1
orphanages and year 2 schooling for rural girls.)

1999

Law to establish an Agence de Developpement
Social (ADS) with Tripartite Board including for
the first time NGOs.

The goal of establishing ADS is to innovate delivery of SP
services through genuine local ownership, integrating efforts
across-sectors, donors, public agencies and NGOs. In 2002
ADS is financing over 20 sub-projects.

2000

Hassan 11 Fund for Social & Economic
Development

Substantial social program allocations financed by part of the
proceeds from the sale of the GSM license.

LEGAL REFORMS/WOMEN's RIGHTS
1999

Action Plan for the Integration of Women in
Development, supported by the Prime Minister

Program to lay out the issues affecting the status of women in
Some
health, education, business, and legal nghts.
controversial legal issues can be delayed, less controversial
measures pursued gradually.

1999

Judicial Refonm &Lutte Contre la Corruption

Could be the most powerful reform if the civil service takes on
a development role, a meritocracy. Judicial reform would begin
to establish confidence in the courts

2000

Prime Ministerial Comnission on Health Finance

HEALTH CARE
Expand health insurance to formal workforce, ensure wider
health coverage of poor, informal workforce. Draft law on
compulsory health insurance and on RAMED (Regime d'aide

medicale aux personnes economiquement faibles) were

2000

National Micronutrient Campaign
Ministry of Health

approved by the parliament in September 2002. The
inplementation texts need to be prepared.
Good example of cross-sector partnership (low cost-high
retum) to address a major public health problem.
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1.14
The Soclgi Deve:pmne2A Ageaney (ADS) was established in 1999, though operations did not
begin before 2001. The agency has a tripartite board including NCCs (for the first time), private sector
representatives and gove = ent representatives. The goal of establishing the ADS is to have an efficient,
private sector type managed agency supporting projects ceross the sectors using a participative demanddriven approach. The ADS already has over 20
Se3iarU9':
$
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pTcEm=sS3
7Y 2.3.
sub-projects and has a large portfolio of proposals
from different parts of the country.
_2433.3
7.02
5.9
20540
Education
1.15 The measure that has been under
25
0.0
negotiation for the past four years is the "Code du
Adult Literacy
HeIlt
Care
3768
1.1
Travail". it was submitted to Parliament in April
2000, without all of the main contentious points
A
Agnc programs for
0.0
Poorer farmners 124
being resolved to the complete satisfaction of the
labor unions. (Chapter rn, section C).
The
Infrastructure
1566
0.5
iYk2t5.
Pv
i2
O.G
Women's Action Plan is moving forward in T7ar
842
0.2
Acive Labor Mlt.
several areas, leaving the more controversial
Vocational Training
950
0.3
60
0.0
On-tie-job training
points regarding women's legal rights open for
0.0
SME Development
26
discussion among theologians and sociologists
C4gs
25
a:ffL, Ass!s=a(Chapter XV). Legal and judicial reforms are
1.6
Consumer Food Sub.
5300
moving forward and play a critical role in
promoting transparency, "fair rules", and
Puiblic Works (PN)
582
0.2
Social Assistance (EN)
167
0.1
0.1
362
Sccial Housing
confidence in the court system. These are
prerequisites for higher private investment.
Nirr2me
372
2.
Old-agea& fmily

1.16
Several social initiatives have also
Health Insurance
emerged from the Palace z the past couple of
years. The first was the Royal Cormmission on Source Official data.
Education Reforn (Chapter D); the other is the _
Xing's establishment of Foundations/Funds that
have focused national attelricn on actions to address poverty and promote social development (the
Mohammed V Fund and the Hassan H Fund for Economric and Social Development (Chapter V). July 30,
2000, the King announced the intention to establish a Council on Economic and Social Development
composed of top level-thinkers who would provide guidance and advice on major social and economic
initiatives. Sing Mohammed VI is also encouraging the strong Ministy of the Interior and the provincial
Governors to become a positive force for local development in additon to their traditional security role.
These reforms are in-line with some of the decentralizatfon measures and public/NGO partnerships that
the central government is trying to nurture (Chapter HV).
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Table 1.4: Public Social Protection Expenditures and Beneficiaries for 1998*
PROGRAM

COST
DH M

COST %
GDP

BENEFICIARIES
Number Maior Beneficiaries
('000)
Labor Market Policies
better off
0.014
0.092
20.0
Bacc+2
0.006
2.5
University graduates

RuraVUrban

1. Training, Employment & Active
CIOPES
50
Wage Subsidies
320
Urban
Retraining
20
Urban
STATE CREDITS
Young Promoters
248
0.071
4.0
University Graduates
Urban
Auto-Emploi
44
0.013
0.2
less than BACC
SEED MONEY
160
0.047
100
University Graduates
Urban
(Subtotal Act. Lab. Mkt)
(682) (0.200).
Professional TRAINING
1231
0.354
>9 years basic-BACC
Urban
(OFPPT)
(920) (0.265)
(65)
>9 years basic-BACC
Urban
On-the Job Training
60
0.017
10% of formal companies
Urban
SUBTOTAL
1852
0.611
H. Social Development
Education
20540
5.920
Basic (grades 1-9)
12958
3.734
3300
mixed
Secondary
4231
1.219
1100
better off
Urban
Higher
3351
0.967
200
better off
Urban
Adult Literacy
25
0 007
181
poor
Urban
Health
3768
1.080
Middle-income & better off Urban
SUBTOTAL
24333
7.01
III. Rural Development**
Drought Relief
N/A
poorer
Rural
Extension Ram-fed (CT)
20
0.006
poorer
Rural
Small Irrig Rehab
39
0.011
poorer
Rural
Range land protection
65
0.019
mixed
Rural
Rural Infrastructure
1566
0.450
(Rural Water)
100
poor
Rural
(Rural Roads)
650
mixed
Rural
(Rural Electnfication)
816
mixed
Rural
SUBTOTAL
1690
0.486
IV. Social Assistance
Entraide Nationale
167
0.053
120
poor, women
Urban
Cons. Food Subsidies
5300
1.600
better off
Urban/Rural
PromotionNat'le
582
0.168
25/yr poor(men)
Rural
Housing
362
0.105
lower income
Urban
SUBTOTAL
6411
1 .89
V. Social Insurance
2,000 Formal Sector, better off
Urban
CNSS/private schemes
5207
Pensions (pub&privt)
2447
Farmly Allowances
1774
Work Injunes & Matemity 212
Polyclinics
318
Admin costs
456
Health Insurance
CMR (public sector)
3215
CNOPS (private)
650
SUBTO1TAL
9072
2.5
VI. TOTAL
43198
12.5
% of TOTAL Govt Expenditures
43%
* Programs include the following Ministries. MSDSEVT; Interior; Education; Higher Education; Housing; Public Health,
Agnculture, General Govemment Affairs for the consumer food subsidies. Total GDP for 1998 DH346.959 billion. ** Rural
development refers to those expenditures most likely to benefit lower income groups in rural areas. There was no Drought
program in 1998, but for other years, programs reach anywhere from US$30-400 million (Chapter m, Table 3.4). Figures differ
from table 2.3 in Chapter II which includes pnce supports and total Ministry of Agriculture expenditures.
Source. Official data and World Bank staffestimates.

1.17 The poverty numbers are rising, as Ere the n.zers clustered just abovw the
t
ove-:y li:n. 'nis
trend has been largely due to lack of growth in key sectors of the economy, like Eg1cture and exoort
processing, that ernplcy a high percentage of people from vuinerable groups (subs4stz;ce farmers and
low-salary (SM:C) workers). Althoughn
macroeconornic nmangement has successfully z,ns7red stabi,eya prerequisite to higher investment and growth-some macroeconomic policies .eeto'0c revieweo in
order to move toward higner growth. Improvements in ard the coordinated mmagement e nor--ary,
mo
trade, exchange rate, and fiscal po-hcies would promote the badly needed diveFsificz.ion. of economic
activities and minimize fluctuations of real GD? grovrth.8 It is possblble to moat in Olace p-Cc-gro3w&
policies, but it is polifcally difficul' and recuires strong commitment to structural reforms.

In dealing with public expe ditures, social protec ionrmust focus on:

1.18

=> Sine. During the iast decade, expenditures have substant.ally increased (frcom 9 -ercent ofC%-i-? t2
12.5 percent in 1998) in many areas, but ove-all the .eve..s are low r.elative to the level ocp3ovecy and
vulnerability of the population and compared to other =cunties in the IVaghreb (19 percent: of C--`D:? ir
Tunisia and 18 percent in Algeria). Lhe focus now shouid be on how to inc:rease these ieveis iabsolute terms. This note identifies several potentiza options, such as adult l.iteracy, training, health
outreach, non-formal schools, public works.
=> AlEaOtnim. Expenditure is shif-ing in many progm-.ns toward rural areas, particularly thanks t_o the
government's major health, education and infasrastucture proggrams. ;Despite these shifts, ai6catiens
are still highly skewed toward urban areas and toward the oetter-off. More irforma,tion is reeded
about expenditure flows to the peri-urban areas. Bank support should continue to be cont-igent on
shifting more resources Lo rural and peri-uroan areas.
=>

=>

3feieiemcy. Within social expenditures, there are mPajr efficiency considerations.

ISqtt,iy.

subsidies (rather than targeted interventicns) provide greater benefits to the less poor.

s

-or exmnpie, the

size of the non-teaching public administration in eduvcatdion is at least 20 percent of iotal cos's, an
indication that allocations are not being used effectively. Second, returns to public invesments in the
social sectors due to the under-utilizaticn of faclities such as hospitals, clnics andS classrom s are
low. Third, productivity is very low amrong Leachers &articulariy at the secondary level), doctcrs and
others in the social sectors for diverse reasons. Four
there are numerous examnples of more cos'
effective delivery mechanisms in partnership with an active civil society and the piivat-e sector,
although generalizing these experiences is constrained oy lack of resources and admin-strative will
(Chapters ]Dl-WV. The authorities need to focus more d{recgy on this eleme-ent of efilciency vrihout
which simply increasing resources vwill pay poor dividends.
The challenge of distributing resources mo're eveniy -s seen throughouti social prorection
expenditures. In agr`culture where expendltues (Oe ftey through su,ri-ce mecnan:sms,
subsidies or direct expenditure) are high but are of questionable benefit to the majority of fka.mers on
small plots of marginal land (Chapter 1-4. F:ublic expenditures in, health and in the higher levei.s ofthe
education tend to favor the better-off, while expendit-res cn. bzsic educatior.' are bi-ased in favcr of
poor families The urbon bias ir health and educatioi out,ays penaHzes the poor, while generga food

See: "Kingdom of Morocco; Sources of Growth"; World Banlc, May 2000.
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Coordination between Ministnes remains a major challenge. Joint, inter-ministerial actions are
1.19
rare, and decentralization of budgets, authority and responsibility is a slow, difficult process. The Interministerial Committee on social policies, under the Ministry of Plan, has met on five occasions over the
past year and is trying to agree on specific measures. The Five Year Plan (2000-2004) may help provide
clear directions and stronger coordination for the major changes that lie ahead. There is also an Interministerial Committee for rural development which may take on a strong leadership role in the future.
These types of cross-sector govemment initiatives will most likely be strengthened by the recently
announced Economic and Social Council.
Social protection reforms are difficult to implement quickly. Small, positive steps are taking
1.20
part of the Bank's role will be to help the authorities continue with these small steps and stay
and
place,
the course. For SP policies to become more responsive to the actual on-the-ground needs, decisionmakers
need to lean toward more innovation and equity considerations and listen to the views of wider groups in
society. Partnerships between local authorities, NGOs, private enterprises, and govemment can help
strengthen the coverage and cost effectiveness of SP expenditures. The civil service needs to take on
more of a development role and shed some of the more bureaucratic behavior which has been such a
central part of the system since independence. Such changes are possible, but require strong leadership
and time.
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2.1
uring the 1990s, steady cut-migration brought the relative size of the rural population to just
under 13 million (46 percent of the total), but this figure is expected to remain constant during the next
decade, as higher birth rates in rural areas off-set coniued out-migration. Over the past 20 years, living
conditions have improved in rural areas with respect to food availability, better housing, school
enrollment, and health care. These improvements have largely been due to support coming from outside
rural areas (migrant worker remittances and programs from the Ministries of Health and Education).
However, frequent droughts have caused rain-fed agriculturzl production to deteriorate over this period.
Natural resources are particularly degraded, meaning women today must walk much farther to collect
firewood or to fetch potable water. Yields from the overly exploited, marginal lands are very low.
Marketing channels are poorly developed, meaning when farmers have bumper crops, there are
inadequate means for storage, processing, and marketing surpluses. An S? stategy for the rural
population must take into account: climatic/environmrental risks; food security; availability of transfers;
access to services; the distribution of productive assets; End out-migration pressures (Table 2. 1).
11ableL2. :
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R~URAL I?OD?ULAT'ON
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OT'7AIL
Age profile
<15

1. Climate (drought, flood)
2. Reliable availability of water
3. Degradation of the land

Supports, subsidized
agro-mdustrial development
2. Family transfers from urban areas

4. Overpopulation relative to
land
5. Commercialization of Crops
6. Exclusion to knowledge,
information, infrastructure
services
7. Health, Nutrition, old age and
physical handicaps
8. Urban unemployment & lower

from abroad (out-migration)
3. rrigation Expansion
4. Agriculture Extension
5. Anti drought emergency fund
6. Ministries of health, education
(BAJ)
7. Rural infrastructure (water,
electricity, roads), some small
irrigation development.

15 < 39
40-60
> 60

%

mmnilonin

38

4.9

39
16
7
100%

5.1
2.1
0.8
12.9

27% (3.5 million) < poverty line
28% (3.6 million) 50% >line
79% ( 10.1 million) rural
inhabitants depend directly on

agricultural activities.

. Price

fimancial transfers

9. Slowdown in int'l migration
& lower fmancial transfers

8. Promotion Nationale public works

I

Source: Morocco Poverty Report # 21506-MOR, May 2001 and Wlorld Bank staff estimates

The rural population is overwhelmingly young, and because the majority of the rural population
is employed in agriculture, it is vulnerable to many risks which threaten their incomes and well-being
(Table 2.1). Roughly 60-70 percent of farm farnilies 'Have poor productive assets, and this situation is
likely to worsen as the new generation of rural inhabitants divide their parents' holdings into even smaller
plots. According to the 1998 LSMS, the rural population remains the most vulnerable group in tne
2.2

9

Developpement Agricole et Developpement Rural au Maroc, M. Serghini, September 6, 1998; Strategie de la Protection
Sociale: les ONGs et Developpement dans le Monde Rural, workang paper, March 2000; Protection Sociale dans le Monde
Rural, working paper for the Social Assessment, November 1999 and Notes from March 2000 Messrs. Herzenni and
Amahan; World Bank informal note on agricultural policies and food subsidies, 8/99.
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country, by a wide margin. An estimated 70 percent of Morocco's poor and 90 percent of the extreme
poor reside in rural areas. About 27 percent of the rural population are classified below the poverty line,
and another 28 percent are clustered at 50 percent above the poverty line, leaving more than half of the
rural population vulnerable. Is out-migration a viable option? Are there affordable ways to increase
revenues and access to services?
Agricultural Risks: Climate, Water Shortages, Land Degradation, Overpopulation
Drought. Morocco's endemic vulnerability to drought and occasional flooding have made
2.3
agriculture a highly risky endeavor, all the more so for the poor subsistence farmers relying on small rainfed plots for their livelihood (60 percent of all farmers). The increased frequency and severity of droughts
(nearly one every two years), have made the consistent availability of irrigated water doubtful, even for
farmers in the zones that are equipped with modem irrigation systems. Likewise, increases in salination,
and limitations to the pumping of groundwater mean that by 2010 Morocco will become a water-short
country. In some southern provinces, at least 50,000-100,000 people need to be relocated m search of
water.
Water availability. Worldwide, for the last half-century, the principal challenge has been raising
2.4
the productivity of land (getting more crops out of each hectare of land). The new frontier for the 21st
century will be boosting water productivity--getting more benefit from every liter of water devoted to
crop production. Today agriculture accounts for 90 percent of water resource use in Morocco, but in the
future, significant stretches of land may need to be pulled out of irrigation, as a result of competing
demands for water from other sectors of the economy. Roughly 30 percent of imgated land in Morocco
is devoted to cereals, yet 1,000 tonnes of water are needed to produce one tonne of wheat. Can the
Moroccan economy afford to grow irrigated wheat or other water-thirsty crops like sugar cane or sugar
beet? These cropping patterns could only be possible with heavy government subsidies that keep water
prices artificially low and cereal support prices high. But these policies discourage efficiency and
sustainable water management practices. Only an estimated one out of every 10,000 farmers uses drip
irrigation.
Land Degradation. The very high population growth rates in the 1960s and 1970s outpaced
2.5
cereal production increases and led to food shortages. In 1983, the Moroccan authorities undertook a
series of measures designed to increase food security, largely by increasing dry-land farming. The
measure most frequently cited as having helped increase the degradation of land and the country's
vulnerability to drought was significant price supports designed to increase soft wheat production.
Farmers expanded cereals onto previously fallow land and onto marginal, low rainfall range land. These
soils can only sustain cultivation if higher than normal rainfall prevails, which has not been the case.
Lower rainfall levels, like those experienced over the past two decades, have meant highly irregular
output and the forced abandonment of these more fragile lands to wind, erosion, and desertification. In
1989, support prices for soft wheat increased further encouraging the expansion of irrigated soft wheat
production. Today, Morocco needs to import on average about half of its domestic cereal requirements,
in spite of keeping domestic cereal prices at nearly two times international prices.
Overpopulation relative to cultivable land. During the past 40 years, rural populations have
2.6
increased rapidly, with larger numbers moving on to more marginal land. One million farmers or 70
percent of the total have to survive with poor productive assets, no (or highly uncertain) irrigation, small
holdings, often in mountainous areas, and with little or no education. This contrasts with only four
percent of farmers who have better land and larger holdings, often equipped with irrigation. (Table 2.2).
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Landless

64,445

4.3

84.5

0.4

0<1
1<3
3<5
SUMGtal
5<20
20<50
50<100

335,250
446,570
237.472
1,063,737
370,680
47,595
7,769

21.1
29.9
17.0
72.3
23.8
3.2
0.5

81.4
81.6
81.3
82.2
82.0
74.1
63.0

0.5
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.9
2.0
5.2

100 +

3.019

0.2

55.3

10.8

SubtotaR

58,383

3.9

64.1

6.0

ITOITAL

1,492,800

Source. 1996 Agriculture Censsus.
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2.7
RmirnRll in1?rtra.
Lack of potable water, basic roads, and electricity create an environent
of exclusion for the effected rural communities, wnic,i adversely impacts the health and educational
achievements of rural populations. Access to pota'ble water and sanitation are key determinants to health
outcomes and they are virtually assured in Morocco's urban areas, while in rural and peraiurban areas
access is low. An estirnated 30 percent of the rural population has piped potable water, and there are very
few examples of pit latrines or other sanitation systems. Diarrhea and corrmunicable diseases (upper
respiratory infections) are among the most common diseases affecting rural populations in Morocco.
Lack of potable water means women and young girls must spend more time fetching water from distant
sources. Only 20 percent of the rural population has eiecticity, and many communities have only donkey
paths as their sole means of getting to market towns. l7or this reason, 80 percent of rural women deliver
their babies at home, with only traditional village wcmer in attendance. Spot surveys frequently site
these three services (water, roads, electricity) as top development priorities.
2.8
Eions
Lack of access to information and know-how represents a major risk to Morocco's
rural population-to their income-earning potential, to their ability to improve crop yields and
productivity, to comnuercialize their products, and to diversify even firtner their income sources. Rural
populations have developed a range of traditional survival techniques and some diversification of income
sources through handicraft activities. But the poor quality and limited access to releva-nt education and
training has made it difficult for rural families tc significantly improve the quality and marketability of
their crafts and to diversity their own farm activities. Domestic transport system-s, packaging services, and
export marketing channels are weak, largely due to the lack of know-how and organization.
2.9
The education levels for small farmers are exceptionally low (Table 2.2). Nearly 70 percent of
the rural population and 83 percent of rural females (> age 10) are illiterate. an an age where human
capital and knowledge are the key determining factors for economic growth and development, the lack of
access to a basic education causes rural populations to fall furtder behind. After recent efforts to increase
school enrollment in rural areas, net primary enrollment rates for rural females have gone up from 28
percent in 1990/91 to 47 percent in 1998/99. CveralP net primary enrollment rates are 77 percent for the
country as a whole, 60 percent in rural areas. But retention rates are very low. Few rural children reach
grade 7-in fact, by age 12 only 30 percent of the gir.s are Ln school, compared to 60 percent of the boys.
A family's opportunity cost for sending a girl to school is very high, given the time and distances
involved, the cost of school materials, and the number of chores young girls are expected to carry out.
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Health Care. Maintenance of good health is an important way to conserve the only resource that
2.10
poor people ultimately own: their own labor. Rural populations face numerous basic health risks that
affect incomes and push families into poverty: high maternal mortality rates; chronic malnutrition and
vitamin deficiencies; work-related accidents; handicaps; upper respiratory infections. In addition,
because of the epidemiological and demographic transitions, the prevalence of non-communicable
diseases is emerging and will likely increase the burden of disease among the poor. The recent "Health
Financing Report" (World Bank, January 2000) pointed out that Morocco has made important
improvements in developing its health system's capacity. Yet, shortfalls in several health outcomes
continue to have an adverse effect on school performance and the future income earning potential of
today's children.
>

An estimated 12 percent of all children under the age of five are underweight, and 24 percent are
stunted. Chronic malnutrition, largely in the rural and peri-urban regions, has contributed to these
results and to Morocco's high under five mortality rate (46 per 1000 population). In the Philippines, a
12-year study of more than 2,000 children linked stunting during infancy with a marked increase in
school dropout rates, late enrollment, and poor performance.

> Morocco's physician to population ratio is lower than all other comparable income countries, and the
distribution is highly skewed toward urban areas. At the national level, physician to population ratio
is not at the expected level (48.3 physicians/100,000 population in 2000). There are 4:1 urban-rural
differentials with respect to physicians, beds per person, access to care, health outcomes, and
spending-larger differentials than any other country in the region.
> About 40 percent of the population reside more than 10 km from the most basic health care clinic.
More than 80 percent of rural women deliver their infants at home, with only traditional midwives in
attendance. The matemal mortality ratio (approximately 220/100,000 for the country as a whole307/100,000 m rural areas) is the highest in the region after Yemen and Djibouti.
> Spot checks at various rural health clinics in four different BAJ provinces consistently found the same
two medical problems: diarrhea resulting from unclean water sources (which also contributes to poor
absorption of micronutrients); and acute upper respiratory infections. Shortages (and high prices) of
basic medicines were problems at most of the clinics, notably for aspirin and penicillin. Birth control
methods were limited only to the pill arid provincial health officers acknowledged that its availability
and use were haphazard.
Micronutrient Deficiencies. A USAID study found widespread vitamin A and iron deficiencies
2.11
in several regions. It mainly affects women and children, where it stifles their mental and physical
development and increases susceptibility to disease and death. Iodine deficiency is a major public health
problem in Morocco and one of the leading preventable causes of mental retardation.
In 1999, the MOH and UNICEF carried out a nationwide survey of school children and found
2.12
that only 42 percent had any trace of iodine and many areas, entire villages suffered from goiters.
Regulations requiring industries to iodize salt were only passed in 1995, but frequently companies do not
comply with the regulations. A World Bank study in Indonesia reported that children with significant
levels of iodine deficiency average three fewer years in school than their peers in comparable, nondeficient communities.
2.13
Status of Women. Cross-country studies on malnutrition and nutrient deficiencies tend to
conclude that malnutrntion is determined more by the status accorded to women in the society than by
actual food shortages or a country's agricultural endowment. An FAO study focuses on the status of
women, as the "nutritional gatekeepers" in most families, as being the key to fighting hunger and
malnutrition. FAO estimates that in rural areas, 80 percent of the food in Africa, Latin America, and Asia
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is produced by women, yet women have little or no access to iand ownership, credit, agricultural training,
education or social privileges. The FAO study showed that women reinvest nearly all of their income to
meet household needs, whereas men often set aside up to a quarter of their income for other nonhousehold expenses. °
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The rural world is a highly physical world, so whnen people are

physically unable or are too old to work, they become m additional burden to their families. Social
security and health insurance coverage in rural areas is negligible. The expectation is that the elderly, as
chefs defamille, will be looked after by their children. Hence rural families have, for the most part, not
thought about saving for old age.
g-Aenvisee are virtually nen-existent in rural areas (except in larger towns). Traditional
-37
2.15
savings methods are used (stocking cerea&purchasing m extra lamb). Savings mobilization efforts and
measures to promote banking services for small businesses needs to be developed as a critical element in
the country's economic growth strategy (see Chapters Z and W on small business development and
microsavings initiatives).
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Table 2.3 provides rough
2.16
estimates of public expenditures
(and private transfers) in rural
areas. A more accurate estimate
would need detailed analysis,
including

spending

construction/water

on

dam

development.

Nevertheless, these estimates give
orders of magnitude and indicate
that public expenditures in rural
areas are low, between three to
four percent of GDP, of which
more than half goes to better-off
Hf occasional drought
farmers.
relief expenditures are included
(ranging between DH303 million
to Dr-11 billion), total expenditures
could go up to about four percent
of GD]P (1999/2000 sawv an
relief
drought
exceptional
allocation of DH6 billion),
Private foreign transfers
2.17
are also important (1.25 percent of
GDP), but skewed to the higher
income groups -- the top three
t0
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PRIVATE Transfers from Abroad°
"(rural accounts for 23% of total remittances)

9810

0.13
3.61

4353

1.25

4N66

1/ Estimate based on the differnce between the 1998/99 support pnce and the

intemational pnce times average purchases by state grain agency (I 6 rmllion tons) Does
not include other supported crops, (sunflower, sugar beet).
2/ Total investment budgat, not including spending on dam construction and water
development, which fall under Ministry of Interior.
3/ No drought relief in 1998, but DH 314 million and DH 6 billion in 1999 and 2000
respectively. A portion isreallocations from other agricultuml activities rather than new
outlays.
3/ Rural Education estinmate for basic and 5% of secondary expenditures, since very few
rural children go beyond basic (grede 9).
5/ Total BAJ project costs for one year of the 6 year program The BAJ covers the 14
poorest out of the 61 provinces in the country.
Source: Official data and World Bank staff estimaaes.

Share of rural expenditures, by category, estimated to benefit the better off: Price supports (90%); Ministry of Agriculture
(80%); Education (40%); Health (70%), Infrastructure (60%). (Agricultural policies and expenditures in most countries
tend to favor larger, better off farmers in the modern sector.)
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income groups receive on average DH175 per person/year while the bottom three receive DHI 1 per
person. Urban to rural transfers are also expected to be considerable, but are not currently available.
AgriculturePolicies: FoodSecurity; Transfers; andIrrigationDevelopment
2.18
To reduce the outflow of rural migrants to the already overcrowded cities and ensure the
country's production of staples, the authorities have opted for a series of policies, including: price
supports for cereal production and high protection rates for staple crops; occasional emergency drought
relief and public works programs; and the expansion of modem irrigation. Faced with export limitations
of fresh fruits and vegetables to their main EU market and domestic food shortages for several staples, the
authorities felt obliged to encourage the production of crops that are in high demand in the local diet
(sugar, wheat flour, and cooking oil). While this logic is understandable, these policies face production
constraints, equity concerns, and high opportunity costs for water.
2.19
The most recent food security program was announced in early 1999 "Securisation de la
production Cerealiere a 60 million de Quintaux': aiming for six million tonnes compared to average
production of three to four million tonnes/year (Table 2.4). Population growth, the lack of viable new
cropland, and the increasing frequency of droughts (one out of every two years since 1980) make such a
goal questionable. The food security program is a kind of transfer that is supposed to provide revenues to
farmers and reduce the fluctuations in the overall economic growth rate. Does the food security policy
help poor farmers? What measures will be taken to increase the non-favorable rain-fed yields by more
than five times from the 0.1 tonne/ha on average today? Is trickle down food security better at reaching
the poor than trickle down economics?
Table 2.4: Cereal Food Security Program: 6 million tonnes/year

Irrigated
Good Rainfed
Other Rainfed

Area (million ha)
1998/99 2002/03
0.25
0.30
1.60
1.60
2.40
2.40
4.25
4.30

yields (tonnes/ha)
1998/99 2002/03
4.5
5.0
1.5
2.0
.1
>.5

Total tonnes million
1998/99 2002/03
1.1
1.5
2.4
3.2
.2
1.3
3.8
6.0

Source Ministry ofAgriculture

2.20
Wheat price supports along with other incentives, such as improved seeds and other inputs, are
the main policy instruments used to achieve the food security objective. Absolute and relative prices have
significantly favored soft wheat, which is much less drought resistant than traditionally grown crops such
as hard wheat, barely; or pulses. High support prices also have the stated objective of injectmg badly
needed revenues into rural areas, as a kind of social protection system for farmers that provide minimum
income support and encourage farmers to remain on the land. However, the shift toward soft wheat
production on unsuitable, fragile lands has increased the variability of production, especially for the 60-70
percent of farmers who depend on adequate rainfall. A bad year quickly places this group of farmers at
risk.
2.21
Food security policies neither ensured domestic cereal supplies nor provided a significant
source of revenues for the majority of poor rural farmers or landless labor. A modest 1.6 million tonnes
(16 million Quintals, 1 quintal = 100kg) of cereal are in commercial markets at any given time, since 80
percent of total cereal production stays with the farmer. Most small farmers consume what they grow and
store any extra production. Occasionally, poor farmers sell small quantities to traders in their local
"souk" (market), and in that sense may benefit from the small amounts of wheat sold to traders at a
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somewhat higher price. But large farmers and traders are- the main beneficiaries of the support price
because they can sell significant quantities at the higher official price to ONICL (state grain agency).
2.22
Only once in the past 25 years (an exceptionally good year in 1982) did the quantity of w'neat
sold in commercial marlcets come from an estimated 125,000 out of the one million farners growing
wheat. Most years, only about 35,000 farmers sell significant quantities of cereal on the market (usually
those with roughly 20-50 ha farms). In bad years, as few as 10,000 farmers sell in comrerciai markets
(those with 50-100 ha, partly irrigated). Table 2.5 comrpares the high (tax free) revenue for large farmers
compared to the modest revenues for small farmers, based on the 1999 support price of D11230/quintal
and average yields by type of land.
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Total revenue: DH517,500 (US$51,750)

Source. Official data and Vlorld Bank staffestimates.

2.23
Technical progress and investments in agriculture (modem irrigation systems, mechanization,
improved seed varieties, fertilizer application) do not usually increase demand for unskilled labor.
Moreover, wheat is the least labor intensive crop. Tnose large farms that are not already mechanized,
only hire unskilled labor for not more than three months out of the year (planting and harvesting) at the
SMAG (DH41/day for men and < DH30/day for women). Tlhe effect of investments on vulnerable groups
is more dependent on the ownership of improved lar-d oy the poor than by increased employment as a
result of those investments.

2.24
The rural population depends on fismy sloity,
in the form of exterded families living
together, exchanging goods and services; and sharing incomes through financial transfers from family
members living or working outside the rural area, usua3ly in low wage service jobs. Although they hnave
been declining as a share of GDP, private financial txansfers from workers living abroad represent
Morocco's largest source of foreign exchange (US$2.1billion/year) followed closely by phosph'ate export
earnings and tourism receipts (both about US$2 billion respectively). For many villages, transfers from
abroad account for a higher portion of famnily income than eanmings from agriculture. There are several
interesting examples of rural communities that have invested these transfers in sustainable rural projects
(Box 2.1). Circular migration (back and forth from rural to urban areas) is also becoming a more
prevalent phenomenon, particularly since farm work is generally only a few months out of the year. 7he
main risk is worsening urban unemployment, which pardcularly harms uneducated rural workers and
reduces income transfers back to rural communities12 .
2.25
EmerEegocy D)rnngDt ReUef
Another important and increasingly frequent social protection
transfer expenditure undertaken by the Ministry of Agnculture are the emergency drought relief programs
that inject anywhere from US$30 to $100 million in public works programs for farmers stricken by the
drought (the highest amount ever-US$620 mnillion-was allocated for the year 2000). Tnese expenditures
12

There is a need for detailed analysis of the 1998/99 LSMS data.
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are supposed to help poorer farmers find temporary employment through public works, so as to have
enough income to survive the worst effects of the drought. In 1999, they also increased allocations for
pasture protection (Sauvegarde du Cheptel) to US$30 million in addition to the annual program of
US$6.5 million to help save the large sheep herd. These expenditure outlays are a combination of new
allocations and reallocations from other activities toward drought relief. They are becoming more
frequent, and they are high (reaching nearly three times the Ministry's normal investment budget for
2000). The Ministry of Agriculture needs to plan for droughts as the norm rather than the exception and
put in place permanent policies to address such a widespread problem. The authorities are considering
the establishment of drought insurance, but trade-offs concerning costs, coverage, premiums, equity,
allocations, and program management issues have slowed down progress.
2.26
Promotion Nationale. PN is the largest, oldest, and one of the best targeted social assistance
program in Morocco. It was set up under the Ministry of Interior in 1961 (five years after independence),
and uses the military to manage a public works scheme targeted to under- or unemployed workers in rural
areas. The Bank supports the PN under the BAJ coordination project, which provides complementary
infrastructure investments (especially roads and water wells) for the schools and health clinics constructed
under the BAJ program. A March 2000 audit of PN highlighted main achievements:
> During 1990-1999, about 40,000 person/year jobs were created. Under the BAJ project, 7,858 jobs

were created since 1997, calculated as 320 man days/year, at a very low average cost/job created
(US$8.50). Average cost of job created per day is about DH43 (US$4/day) though there are
significant annual and regional variation in number of jobs created by various programs. About 40
percent of the jobs created are high labor intensity civil works jobs for unskilled labor paid at the
minimum wage.
> Administrative overhead is very low: on average, operating costs are only six percent of investment
costs, far lower than average costs for public administration.
> PN's total investment budget averages between DH400-600 million (US$40-60 million), but in years
of drought, like 1999 and again in 2000, it can jump to close to DH1 billion (US$100 million) to
increase transfer levels to hard-hit rural areas.
> Provincial Governors and local PN representatives form a strong unit for the implementation of
development and infrastructure projects in difficult rural terrain.
2.27
PN does carry a large number of quasi-permanent, part-time employees working in odd jobs for
local officials (gardeners, park clean-up crews, guards). These are safety net type jobs that provide a
useful service and are used in many countries. They, like the civil works jobs, receive the following pay
scale: unskilled labor (SMAG, DH41/day); semi-skilled (DH48.75/day); and skilled (DH53.75/day). The
majority of workers are unskilled, with several dependents, who only obtain these wages for three to four
weeks (in order to distribute the earning opportunities among the large numbers of men seeking
employment). This is the government's way of injecting a minimum level of revenues into poor rural
communities for short assignments.
IrrigationDevelopment
2.28
The expansion of the modem imgation system has been a pillar of Moroccan agricultural policy
prior to and smce independence. Since the time of independence, the authorities have expanded modern
irrigation from 150,000 ha to 1.4 million ha (17 percent of cultivated land). An estimated 30 percent of
total farmers have access to modern irrigation systems, mainly growing export and industrial crops
(citrus, early vegetables, sugar beets, sugar cane). Another 10 percent of farmers have uncertain sources
of irrigation, and the remaining 60 percent must rely exclusively on adequate rainfall. Dam construction

and the expansion of modem irrigation are expensive invesanents that can generally only be justified by
the production of high return crops. lEt is understandable that the authorities place a high priCrny on
completing and maximizing the retums from the irrigation systems in large areas where dam construction
has mobilized water for irrigation. But they are doing so, almost to the exclusion of investments in the
rain-fed areas.
2.29
It is difficult to deterrnine which
Ministry of Agriculture (MAC) programs
mainly benefit poorer farmers. The two most
likely candidates are the small irrigation (PE
(a Bank financed project) and extension services
in rain-fed areas (Centres Travaux CT). There
was actually a sharp decline in these two
programs from their peak in 1990. The other
two programs, soil conservation and Pasture
Safeguard would affect both the smaller and
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Small rrig. (PMH)
76.9
69.8
35.3
39.4
Centres Thavaux (CT)
38.7
17.3
19.8
20.6
Soil Conservation (bour)
i6.3
63.5
81.0
Sae,ird oqfPastuxes
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
SubTotal for poorer
180.6 168.4 183.6 206.0
Tot., iMin. Ag Exp.
1913
2000
2200
1811
%of7otalAg.Exp.
9.4%
11.9% 8.3%
11.3%
better-off farmers. Together the four programs Source: Offictal data and Vlorld Bank staff estimates
amount to 11 percent of total expenditures (Table 2.6). 'hese programs are tiny compared to the
Ministry's programs for the plains and the modem irrigated sectors, the Offices Regionaux de Mise enz
Valeur (ORMVA), which account for half of total MAG expenditures.
2.30
Very few resources have been devoted to
raising the productive potential of rain-fed lands using
small-scale, affordable irrigation methods in Morocco.
Expenditures on small scale irrigation rehabilitation
(PMI) have gone down sharply since 1990, particularly
compared to expenditures on ORIVA (which mainly
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provide services to farmers with modem irrigation

Source Ofcial data.
systems). Little attention has been given to extension
services for small and landless farmers. The Centres de Travaux or CTs are locatee in the more
mountainous areas, but budget allocations are modest and have been declining (Table 2.7).

2.31
The technologies currently available for irrigation are too big and too expensive for farmers with
small plots. The cheapest way to irrigate with groundwater is to install a pump, but diesel is too
expensive for most small farmers (many place electricity as their top priority so they can pump water at a
lower cost than with diesel). Countries such as Bangladesha, Nepal, and South Africa are experimenting
with custom-designed irrigation technologies for small plots that are affordable by the poorest farmers.
JeuragInftru$rctlre
2.32
The govemment's rurrel poblle water CIA(1IW4)
investment program is a key input to
achieving progress in attaining health objectives. Starting from little or no public investment in rural
potable water supply prior to 1996, the government allocated DHIIGO million in 1997 and again in 1998.
In 1999, that amount was increased to DF250 million. The PAGER program has also significrntly
increased its links and cooperation with village associations and other NGCs. The rural roads program is
also fairly significant (reaching DH650 million in 1998) and further complemented by the public works
programs for water and rural roads carried out by PromotionNationale.
2.33
Simnilarly, the government's ruimR elecriielty ¢E EKG) program is ambiitious, bocsting
expenditures from DH100 rnillion in 1996 to DE1.8 billion by 2002 in order to significantly expand
access to electricity from 20 percent to 80 percent of the rural population by 2006. .t is very costly to
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bring electricity to most villages from the national gnd, with costs of up to US$30,000/km to extend the
medium voltage transmission lines. In addition, there are costs associated with low-voltage distribution
in the village and within the households. Most village households are such small consumers that it is not
commercially feasible to connect them to the grid without a significant state subsidy. Other options being
developed in Morocco and in many countries with similar conditions are the purchase of stand-alone
generators for villages far from the grid and solar panels for outlying dwellings (also see Box 2.1).
Integrated Approaches
2.34
The GOM's Rural Development Strategy 2020 places strong emphasis on integrating and
coordinating rural development efforts among Ministries and local communities. The Ministry is
preparing a Rural Development Project with the Bank in three poor, mountainous provinces. One of the
main components is the rehabilitation of small irrigation schemes. The project is also expected to work
with other agencies and Ministries, and perhaps in its later stages would develop partnerships with local
NGOs for community-based schools and health outreach activities. Integrated approaches are difficult to
manage across Bank units as well as between Ministries, but they offer the most cost-effective approach.
Box 2.1: Rural Development in Morocco and Tunisia: Two Snapshots
Morocco: I'Assoclation d'Alt Iktel was established in 1995 in a village in the High Atlas mountains composed of 102 farm
families (six people per family) with 5-10 ha. of poor rain-fed land per famuly. Wheat is the staple crop (and yields are rarely
more than two Quintaux/ha). Average family income is DH7000 (US$700)/year. All of the families receive remittances from
relatives working outside the village which amounts, on average to DH10,000 (US$1,000) per family/year. These remittances
enabled the village to build its first well, hence setting off a development dynamic that contmues today. Over the next three years
the village association undertook the following projects (in order): health (family planning, purchase of an ambulance); potable
water connections to each house; the purchase, installation, and operation of a small electrcity generator; access roads, two nonformal schools; and an electric powered pump for a small imgation system. The community contributed 30 percent of project
costs as well as labor through the village "labor bank" whereby every adult contributes five days per year free labor (or the
equivalent amount of money to hire a day laborer). Total investment costs for all the projects amounted to DH3,000,000
(US$300,000), of which US$170,000 was grants.
The results have transformed the village: each house has potable water and electricity (metered with payment rates sufficient to
cover the operating costs, depreciation); 65 percent of the famulies practice family planning; 100 percent of females (age 4-19)
are in school compared to only 10 percent three years ago (two unemployed university graduates from the village are the
teachers); they reconverted an abandoned house into a cultural, training, and social center where girls and women receive courses
in family planning, tapestry, and carpet-making. Electricity allows the girls to study at night and the women to continue working
on carpets. The water and electncity have cut down the time for girls, who used to have to walk far for water and wood. There
have been no matemal deaths in childbirth in the past three years thanks to the ambulance; they have doubled the irrigated land
area and doubled summer crops dunng the dry season.
Tunisia: Office de Devedoppement Sylvo-Pastoral et Agricole du Nord Ouest (ODESYPANO). This public agency, (under the
Ministry of Agriculture) was restructured in 1993-1995. With a grant from the German govemment, GTZ introduced animateurs
who give advice to villagers in remote mountainous douars. For the first time, they sent teams composed of men and women.
They are not certified extension agents, some have diplomas in literature, but the GTZ training gave them critical information
They teach mainly landless farmers and smallholders about reforestation, erosion control, and how to set up revenue-eaming
activities: cheese production; saffron; capers; rabbit farming (sold to near-by hotels); improved chicken production; bee keeping,
and medicinal herbs. At first, the addition of female animatrices was resisted by the men, but once the animatricehad established
trust among the men, they allowed her to meet their wives, and the impact has been extremely positive. The animatrices
reinforced the messages the men were receiving, building stronger family partnerships and successful results.
The Ministry of Health sends a trained midwife to the village once a month, in a special health outreach program. She bnngs
aspirins and some medicines, family planning advice and information on female, infant and child health issues. In one random
village, women were using 3 different types of birth control methods.
The Ministry of Environment sends an official to teach the local people how to conserve water, collect and properly store rain
water, and how to reduce firewood consumption in their cooking methods.
The Ministry of Education sends a tractor around to the douars to take children in wagons to and from school
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2.35
The Ministry is financing more research for suitable technologies for small farme-rs. They are
also in the process of preparing a geographic map of the different soil types to determine appropriate
cropping pattems given climatic and soil characteristics. These efforts will need to be linked to
appropriate pricing mechanisms and other measures to help reduce production variability and seduce the
vulnerability faced by the majority of Moroccan farmers. There are a few examples by village
associations (NGOs) that are developing their communities in an integrated way. Tunisia has not fcllowed
the integrated approach, but has various sector programs from different ministries that are targeted at
landless and small farmers (Box 2.1).
welqoti
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2.36
Nine years of basic fundamental educaticn is a pillar of Morocco's social protectiordidevelcpment
strategy. Despite the fact That all parents are legally obligated to send their children to school, 'two to
three million school-age children are out of school. Thor the past decade, the government has been
spending significant sums on education (5.5 to 5.9 percent of GN), with poorer achievement results
relative other middle-income countries with similar expenditure levels: in 1999, Morocco posted the
lowest average grade 8 scores amongst the four NINA countries that participated in the Third Intemational
Mathematics and Science Study Repeat. Problems of access and quality are the most acute in tne highly
dispersed rural areas, where schools have often been poorly sited and where few experienced teaching
staff are willing to be posted.
2.37
An assessment of public spending for education reveals key issues concerning
r,
,
eqlmtVamind efiflcemcy. An estimated 20 percent of the AEN's budget is devoted to administrative
overheads (of the 260,000 emp'oyees, 200,000 are teachers and the other 6C,'00 are central
administrators, inspectors, principals, or provincial representatives). There are few countries in the world
that have such high administrative overheads (the norm is less than 10 percent). A breakdown of
expenditures for grades 1-6 and 7-12 shows that outlays are skewed in favor of the higher grade levels
(and better-off urban households, since comparatively few rural children reach grade 7, Table 2.8). Per
student expenditures devoted to secondary school are 3.3 times higher than those for grades 1-6. By
comparison, in OECD countries, per student expenditures for secondary school are on average only 1.4
times higher than those for primary schools. Inequitable, and often inefficient, allocations of tis kind
call, above all else, for a rruch more strategic approach on the part of the Moroccan authorities to longterm planning in the education sector.
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Lower Primary (grades 1-6)
Secondary (grades 7- 12)
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40%
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3.3 million
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0.2 million

2485
8181
16500

* Approximate estimates based on 1997 expenditure break down using 1998 expenditure figures.
Source: Ministry of Education

2.38
BAZ Pirogram. One of tie reasons frequently cited for the poor prmary school education
achievements and high costs of delivering education in Morocco is the highly dispersed and large rual
population. The govemment's Social Priorities Prograr (3AJ), introduced in 1997, is trying to boost
school constructions and enrollment in rural areas. Althiough the project has not yet been completed, it
appears to be increasing enrollment rates in the targeted provinces, particularly girls' enrollment rates.
This is an important achievement under such difficult conditions. The government and the Banrk are
currently discussing ways to use the remaining 3A.1 Education funds to support education reform in the
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priority provinces, drawing on a "integrated" approach to school development (i.e,. one that ensures that
schools are built within a framework that has community support and associates quality dimensionsteacher development, learning materials-from the initial planning stage).
2.39
It is logistically difficult (and very expensive) to deliver the same type of education as that
offered in the urban centers to more remote rural villages. Nevertheless, since independence, the
govermment's highly centralized education system and the Ministry's commitment to "equal opportunity"
to education led the authorities to try to offer exactly the same school constructions, curricula, and
teaching approaches throughout the country. This type of blueprinting, whether in terms of construction
(concrete classrooms which freeze in winter and bake in summer), standardized teaching methods and
curriculum, simply does not fit the needs of every corner of Morocco. The result was that in rural areas,
public schools could not cover all the children in need of a basic education; many children, especially
girls, were left out Recognizing this, the government granted some flexibility to public schools in setting
their own schedule and timetable, and a few have taken advantage of this change to adapt to local
conditions (often in emulation of a nearby community-based school) (Box 2.2). At a more general level,
the Moroccan authorities have recognized the impossibility of effectively governing a universal school
system from an entirely centralized base; moves toward major decentralization have begun, with the
passage of a law creating regional "academies" (largely independent of the Education Ministry).
Box 2.2 Lessons from Community-Based Schools
Non-formal schools were first introduced in 1997 (separately from the BAJ program). In the context of expansion of education
access, the Ministry of Education has developed a non-formal education program for children between 8 and 16 years old. This
program is targeted to children who are not currently or have never been enrolled. Through appropriate mechanisms, it aims to
make them literate and to provide them with opportunities for ongoing training-education. The Mmistry signed agreements
allowing village associations (NGOs) to hire local teachers (often unemployed university graduates from the village), and
construct small classrooms close to or mside the villages. The Ministry covered only the salaries of the teacher ("animateur").
Often for the first time in village history, these community schools enrolled and retained all of the girls of the village. Families
felt more comfortable knowing their children would be taught by someone from the village, and the village association listened to
the parents concerns about how they wanted the school to function. A frequent criticism of the rural public schools was that they
cut children off from their agncultural and artisanal roots, and the poor quality of the public education did not prepare them for
other jobs. Non-formal schools are providing schooling to the hard-to-reach children in rural and pen-urban areas that either
dropped out of or could not enter the public system. These schools have innovated in several areas:
*

*

Flexibity with respect to: cumculum; language of instruction (a Berber language or vemacular Arabic), schedules,
vacations that correspond to peak harvest or planting seasons; and class hours. Most of these schools combine core basics
(usually Arabic, French, and basic Math) with other topics relevant to the local communities (agriculture, handicrafts, and
health).
Accountability and community-driven policies. The local NGO represents the community that supervises the non-formal
school animateurs. If the children do not attend regularly, the animateur does not get paid. The NGOs respond to parents'
views regarding curriculum, hours, and vacations.

*

Reduced costs. Classroom construction costs range from virtually nothing to DH2,000 to DH10,000. Often the same
teacher teaches two classes of roughly 20-30 students each (one class of younger children for three hours in the mornig and
another class of older children in the afternoon) for a total of six hours per day, significantly bringing down the cost per
student. Non-formal per student costs range from 1/4to 1/2the cost per child of the public system.

*

The program enrolls about 36,000 students out of a potential group of 2.5 million children out of school. The MEN budget
allocated to non-formal is tiny (DH17 mrllion)--less than 1/10 of I percent of the MEN's total budget.

2.40
The non-formal experience in Morocco and elsewhere (Bangladesh) shows the potential for cost
and quality advantages in tailoring delivery to local circumstances. Lessons from these experiences offer
cost-effective ways for Morocco to achieve universal primary enrollment, higher retention rates and
closer links with local agricultural communities. Evaluation of Morocco's early experiences with
community-based non-formal schools is urgently needed, in particular in order to determine the quality of
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learning that is taking place. Likewise, innovations such as scholarship programs for rural girls can help
the government decide whether to shift resources into these apparently promising programs.
2.41
Ediusom ]Re0borm. In February 1999, the Moroccan authorities identified education as the
country's primary development challenge, and the late Xing 1Hassan [I established a Royal Commission
on Education Reform. The commission prepared an 3ducation and Training Chnarter, identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of the current system and proposing a number of wide-reaching reform
programs that have since received Royal approval and been endorsed by Parliament. The mair challenges
will be to (i) increase &te
capacity of the school system to provide for truly universal basic education, (ii)
improve the quality of teaching (in part through enhanced teacher accountability mechanisms), (iii)
enhance equity, especially for rural girls, at all levels of the education system, and (iv) increase the
efficiency with which scarce education resources are allocated and consumed. In a country with
Morocco's geography and demographics, these claallenges can only be met with an aggressive
decentralization of education management functions. The Royal Commission recognized this, and
already Parliament has passed a law creating Regional 2ducation and Training Offices ("Acad6mies
regionales de l 'education et defonnation").
PasgcHeaggh ¢auZe

2.42
Total public expenditures on health care are low zelative to CD? and grew modestly from 0.9
percent of GDP in the early 1990s to 1.1 percent of GDP by 1998/99, compared to spending levels in
comparable countries of around 2.5 percent of GDP. 'Public health expenditures in MRorocco come to
US$16/person compared to US$35 per capita in comparable economies (US$4000/person in some OECD
countries). Within Miorocco's low expenditure envelcpe, how much public money spent on health
actually reaches the poor in terms of more or better se:vices?
2.43
Zqen!Vy anmd
ieoa. About 41 percent of public health expenditures go the two richest
quintiles of the population while only 35 percent goes to the two poorest quintiles. Past studies indicate
that public recurrent expenditures have been heavily skewed toward urban areas, with as much as 70
percent going to urban hospitals (30 percent of which goes to two teaching hospitals alone). The delivery
systems are highly inefficient: hospital occupancy rates are approximately 56 percent (in most countries
rates below 70 percent mean closure). There is an oversupply of doctors in urban areas (performing on
average only one surgery every two days) and a shortage of female nurses and sage femnes (mdwives)
in rural areas. Despite efforts to train more midwives, half of those trained cannot be hired because of
budgetary constraint. In spite of efforts to improve health care coverage, almost half the population has
little or no access to basic health care.
2.44
IBAJ IZeBlth Progiramm. Relative to other countries, Morocco has room to double its public health
expenditures overall, but "what kinds of spending and delivery mechanisms will most improve the health
of the poor and vulnerable?" The government's Social Priorities program (BA.) was launched in 1997,
with World Bank support, and it is helping to redirect spending toward disadvantaged, rural areas. Et is
important to stress that this program was originally p;.anned for more than 40 provinces. It is currently
being implemented in 14 provinces and therefore cannot expect to achieve a tremendous impact. It has
undertaken to increase the quantities and availability of medicines, expand and reinforce the numb'oer of
clinics in rural areas, and strengthen the safe motherhood program, mainly by reinforcing the capacity of
provincial hospitals in handling obstetrical emergencies, which account for most of maternal deaths.
2.45
lEeeaRlb ODtrenclh. GTZ is working on a hea&t2 outreach program in lEssaouira province which
has identified a strong health-related NGO (Association marocaine de planning familial) that is
reinforcing the local capacity for the delivery of family planning and comnmunity-based health services.
They are exploring the possibility of expanding to other provinces and to include a wider range of health
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issues. The EU and USAID are also exploring different types of outreach activities. A well thought-out
outreach program covering remote rural areas (as well as peri-urban slums) needs to be developed in
partnership with the Ministries of Health and Education, donors and NGOs. The Bank could promote this
approach as part of its BAJ program (Box 2.3). The program offers the possibility to strengthen outreach
activities in provinces where they are relevant. Little advantage has been taken of this opportunity so far,
mainly because of its recurrent cost implication. It is important to stress once again that such programs
will not be sustainable in the absence of adequate support, which is why the program of agent itinerants
has been disintegrating.
Box 2.3: Health Outreach and the BAJ Rural Health Project.
Health outreach services exist on a very small scale in Morocco, and similar programs are used to good effect in other countnes
(Tunisia, Mexico, Peru, several OECD countnes). The BAJ Rural Health project is aimed at decreasing rural-urban gaps in the
health indicators. The numbers of rural health centers in the 14 provinces are increasing, and the existing health centers are being
reinforced with more medicines and more personnel (usually male nurses). But most of these centers are in larger towns, where
the reinforced teams wait for people from more remote villages to come into town for medical attention. This is difficult for
many women in rural areas who only leave their homes mostly to fetch wood and/or water. Since women and children are the
prime targets for rural health services, those centers need to rethink their service delivery.
The BAJ project could help strengthen health outreach services, in relevant provinces to complement services provided at
Health Centers. More midwives or agents itundrants de sante would need to be recruited, trained, and given adequate support.
They could work with local NGOs and be responsible for visiting villages systematically, training women focal points in each of
the various villages, as well as local teachers. They would have basic medical supplies and could cover a broad range of basic
health services: sanitation (household and human waste mnanagement) and potable water supplies, prompt identification of
cholera and infectious diseases that can be halted with appropnate medicine; rmcronutrient information, guidance, and food
fortification; family planning and other infant-related health issues. These activities in order to succeed imply an increase in
recurrent costs that the govemment will need to address either through an increase in MOH's budget or through altemative
financing mechanismns involving the "collectivit6s locales" and the population.

2.46
Micronutrient Campaign. In February 2000, the Ministry of Public Health, joined by strong
support from UNICEF, USAID, several international NGOs (Helen Keller International, MOST, etc.) set
up a National Committee on Micronutrient Deficiency (Comite National de la Lutte contre les Carences
en Micronutriments, CNCM). The program costs less than US$1 million and has three components:
training of health professionals and teachers; a nationwide communications and marketing strategy
combined with grass roots/NGO mobilization; and supplementation and fortification of selected food
products. This is an example of a low-cost, high-return effort with inter-ministerial, cross-sector, public,
private, and NGO cooperation focused on a major public health issue.
Health Insurance and Pensions
2.47
Voluntary formal health insurance covers 16.4 percent of the total population-essentially urban
formal sector workers. For the rural population, the provision of basic health services that actually reach
poor remote communities would be comparable to providing health insurance for the large share of the
population who have little access to basic health care. With respect to pensions and insurance, of the
different programs that exist, two include rural workers: the Caisse Nationale de Securite Sociale (CNSS,
an autonomous public agency for affiliated private companies under the Ministry of Social
Development-see Chapter III) and the Mutuelle Agricole Marocaine d 'Assurances (MAMDA, a pnvate
insurance company part owned by the CaisseNationale de Credit Agricole (CNCA)).
2.48
Of the 971,000 declared workers under the CNSS, only 17,480 are from the agricultural sector,
which accounts for less than four percent of the total salaried agricultural workers and less than 0.6
percent of the total active rural population. The MAMDA provides insurance against the breakdown of
equipment and work-related accidents. Beginning in 1998, it tried to offer other types of insurance for
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rural workers, for examp'e: hospitalizaticn, pensicrs, and dCsabilities. M_IV,JA has also been tying to
launch a drought insurance program in the Scusse region out is finding difficulty in geating part.cipants
willing to pay the premiums necessary fer the insurance scheme tco fiunction. 'The scale of their activities
remains extremely small (estimated at 15,333-20,0%00 mainly large farmers).
D. CONCILUMONS
AgpjCgg'e pogllCes Q?0&7Pn
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2.49
Poverty is particularly acute in rural areas and las continued to worsen over the past 10 15 years,
as the frequency of droughts has increased to almost cne every two years. Public expenditures in rural
tz fcur percent of C-DP) relative to the significant
areas, although increasing, have been modest
numbers of poor in rural areas. Also, more thal half the expenditures benefit the better-off. .igh cereal
support prices are intended to be both an income transfer .rnec"anism and a production stimulus for food
security objectives. However, they have contributed teo the country's increased vulnerabiliAyto droughts
and sharp year-to-year fluctuations in output and economic grovArh, and they have benefited mainly a
small number of larger, better-endowed fanners.
Athree

2.50
Food security needs to be based on drought as the rule, with adequate rainfall the exception. The
govemment's Five Year Plan and the Bank's CDF iniAtiative offer the opportunity to look at these issues
in light of a broad-based agriculture sector refeorm prog..m witLh 54 year time horizons. Most Ministry
of Agriculture expenditures are directed to the modern sector (farn'ers with bette, quality, irrigated lands),
which is understandable, but the majority of Morocco's farmers are in more traditional activities on
poorer land, with limited access to services. Thze Ministry of Agriculture is launching a dual strategy that
promotes efficiency in the modem sector (producticn, pr3cessing, packaging, export, and distribution)
and a rural development program for 2020 that provides advice, ionow-how, extension, and basic services
for smaller farmers. Some of the key challenges for the Agriculture Ministry include:
> 7PremoliMg moire drught reciatant c popthrough adjustments in prices, tariff refonns, research, and
extension advice to help farmers reduce the vulnerabilities to drought.
> Wnter use efflnl,emuey, a realistic assessment of: the rae of return to water use, the development of
affordable/suitable technology for srmller scale irigaton, widespread conversion to drip irrigation.
> Ezteinsoim far lanilmess ar smmE
all cderz. Despit- cortinued out-migratior fxroxm rural areas, for the
short- to medium-term, there will still be signifIcant concentrations of poor among the small
landholders. Some countries have successful programs to raise revenues of poorer farmers, and
Moroccan authorities are trying to integrate th'ese .nnovat-ions into their Rural Development Strategy,
taking into account the cross-sector needs of poo:-s srl communities.
> EdUcation andzil
owlow to help farm communities earn higher value added froom crop production
by improving the quality of connected ancillry services like processing, markieting, and transport.
Acces.s X ECC90
It is possible to come close to universal primary enrollment within existing budgets, but to do so
2.51
would require flexibility in delivery mechanisms and a reallocation of expe-nditures toward primary
education.
>

elcatiiom reTorm cairter is openang the door tS -eforms that only a couple of years ago would
have been considered unthinkable: moving away from stmndardized schools, recognizing the use of
Berber languages in classrooms, making the hours gnd vacation periods fit the needs of locai rural
communities, and allowing unemployed graduates to be hired as pnrimary school teachers.
lhe
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> The reform framework was passed into law during a special session of Parliament (March 2000).
The Bank's Education Strategy Note identifies the objectives and priority measures to implement
these reforms based on several PHRD studies and recent expenence under the BAJ project.
> Delivery mechanisms and decentralization. By identifying clear objectives, listening to the ideas
of teachers and communities, and monitoring outcomes, the Bank (through the ongoing BAJ project)
can help the government promote the spirit and letter of the proposed reforms. But this may mean
constructing fewer standard type schools and relying more on small, village-level classrooms.
> Non-formal education is not a blanket solution to all the problems of primary education.
Nevertheless, these schools are introducing the notion of teacher accountability, and they appear to be
offering options to rural and peri-urban children for whom the public system has not been a viable
alternative. The Ministry (with support from the BAJ) should complete the evaluation assessment of
these schools with the objective of: (i) drawing out lessons for the public system; (ii) addressing
shortcomings; and (iii) expanding/strengthening the program.
> Scholarships for girls. The opportunity costs for poor rural children, especially girls, to attend school
is very high. A recent NGO program to finance rural girls to attend grades 7-9 has shown good
results at a modest cost. This new program requires monitoring and evaluation to help the
government decide whether to expand it - by building more dormitories for girls (which could be
promoted under the BAJ Coordination PN component) and a national scholarship program financed
by the MEN with support from local community associations.
Health Care
>

>

>

Public expenditures for health care are low by international standards, and allocations are skewed
toward urban hospitals and centers. There is an oversupply of doctors in urban areas and a shortage
of female nurses, sage femmes, and health care visitors in rural and peri-urban areas. Future spending
increases should be directed toward cost-effective health care outreach programs in rural areas. It
will also be critical that the government implement sound health financing and reallocation
mechanisms, as well as hospital reforms in order to increase the badly needed resources to improve
and sustain efforts in the health sector.
Health outreach. The provision of rural health services to poor remote communities merits serious
consideration, perhaps beginning on a small scale in cooperation with the BAJ Health project, with
other donors, NGOs, and support from the ADS. Outreach efforts could reduce the need to construct
more centers.
The cross-sector partnerships between the Ministries, NGOs, and other donors for the micronutrient
campaign is a good example of how the Ministry of Health can pursue cooperative partnerships with
NGOs and other ministries to the public's benefit.

Transfers/Public Works programs/Rural Infrastructure
2.52
Transfers from family members working abroad or in urban centers will remain a vital source of
support for rural Moroccan families. In recent years, many village NGOs have organized themselves to
use these transfers to help develop a series of interconnected investments affecting the entire community.
The authorities and donor agencies need to expand these approaches and work in cooperation with
Ministries, local NGOs, and other donors. The BAJ project (still under implementation through the end
of 2002), the cross-sector development project under preparation, and new ADS pilot initiatives could all
be good testing grounds for cross-sector, community-based approaches.
2.53
Promotion Nationale appears to be one of the more efficient SP mechanisms in the country. The
program should be diversified to cover a wider range of activities (dorms in rural areas for girls at the
upper basic level, small irrigation systems, water distribution, and sanitation, etc.) and expanded to
include more activities in peri-urban areas for slum rehabilitation, environmental clean-up, and the
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organization of waste management. In both rural and uroan areas, PN needs to: (i) enfo;rce labor intensive
methods; (ii) make a greater effort to involve the local populations in project development and postproject management; and (iii) involve private sector requiring utilization of labor intensive method.
2.54
EmIergeimcy dirougPE n-eDief and rural lnpDDc wv:. infrastructure programs are important sources
of income helping rural populations get through climatic shocks. Outlays in these areas have gone up
sharply in recent years (from previously modest levels). But the numbers needing this type of assistance
are far larger than most programs can manage efficiently, even with increases. For this reason, the
authorities need to focus on reducing the total numbers of people placed in jeopardy through sounder
agricultural policies and better access to services (above sections).
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m.

URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL PROTECTION

A. OVERVIEW
Today, the urban population accounts for 54 percent of the total population (15.1 million). Net
3.1
out-migration from rural to urban areas has grown from 67,000/year m the 1960s to roughly 200,000/year
in the 1990s. Over the next 20 years, growth in the rural population is expected to remain flat while urban
population growth would continue at the rate of 4 percentlyear, meaning that by 2010, roughly 60 percent
of the population will be urban, mainly concentrated in the coastline areas as economic integration with
Europe continues. Urban areas have not been able to keep up with the influx of population with respect to
the provision of affordable housing (an estimated 25 percent of urban dwellers are living in slums or
illegal dwellings), of basic services (sanitation and schools), or employment. In 1998, nearly 2 million
people (12.0 percent of urban population) is living below the poverty line (compared to 7.6 percent or 1
million people in 1990), and another 3.0 million (21 percent of the urban population) hover just 50
percent above the line (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Urban Profile, Risks, and Measures
Urban Population
millions
Total
%
Ages
1<15
29
4.4
48
7.3
15-39
15
2.3
40-60
1.1
> 60
7
100%
15.1 million

RISKS
1. Unemployment, economic slow
down, loss of employment
2. Underemployment, poorly paid
3. Exclusion to training, education
4. Illnesses, accidents, death of
head of household, old age
5. Lack of or loss of housing, poor
hygienic living conditions
12% (1.8 million) < poverty line
6. Breakdown of family solidarity
and inter-family transfers
21% (3.2 million) 50% above line
7. Social Exclusion
--------------------10.4% of urban poor unemployed. 8. Exclusion to Banking services
Poor employed in: Services 9. Growing expectations for more
and better public services
construction (21%), industry (13%

PROGRAMS/MEASURES
1. Food subsidies, price controls of
food staples (bread, sugar, veg. oil)
2. Training & employment programs,
credit schemes, microcredit
3. Wage policies, government hirmg
4. Private transfers from abroad
5. Ministries of Health, Education,
Housing, Social Development
6. Labor laws
7. Social Security (CNSS) and Health

Insurance
8. EntraideNationale social assistance
9. Adult Literacy program

Source Morocco Poverty Update, Report # 21506-MOR, May 2001, and World Bank staffestimates.

B. MAIN RiSKS
3.2
The urban population is marked by a large number of young adults in search of jobs. Nearly 50
percent of the urban population is between ages 15 and 39, and there are about 200,000 new entrants to
the job market each year and another 200,000 or more people who are underemployed. The absence of
private sector led growth and low private investments during the past decade have magnified the growing
unemployment and training problems in urban areas. The increasing rate of urbanization and the urban
bulge in the labor force have roots in the chronic underemployment in rural areas. High urban
unemployment combined with severe drought conditions have made it impossible for poorly educated,
unskilled rural workers to know where to seek income-earning opportunities.13 As a result, Morocco
13

In July 2000, the minimum industnal wage (SMIG) was raised from DH 64 to 70/day (unskilled worker) (DH 8.78/hour)
compared to the minimum agricultural wage (SMAG) which ranges from DH 41.35/day (unskilled worker); DH 48.75/day
(skilled worker); to DH 53.75/day (specialized worker).
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seems to be witnessing mere frequent back and forth (circular migration) between rural, peri-urban and
urban centers. SP strategy for the urban population must take these fluid population movements into
account, including: the large influx of young, uneducated rural migrants; demand pressures on all social
services; the breakdown of traditional family support mechanisms; the expectations of better-off groups
who demand more and better services; and the frustrations of young, educated people with outdated or
inappropriate training for the limited job market.
Umbeyrpgoymev'g
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With the entrance of more women
3.3
and strong rural to urban migration flows,
the size of the urban labor force mncreased at

the rate of 4.8 percent in 1999, while job
14
creation reached barely 3 percenVyear.
This type of tight job market poses a major
risk to the urban poor/vulnerable. Those

'T.2e 3.2: U1cabn umemSay,nlem
3 9
1990
22.0%
UJbm Une=p:zynm1Rntee19.0%
% w/ higher edu. diploma 23.3% 21.3%
32.0% 35.2%
% w/no diploma
87.1% 83.7%
% age 15<34
12.0%
9.8%
% age 35<44

llresnd
2zzo
21.5%
23.8%
30.2%

2,@1

83.7%

84.2%

12.3%

12.1%

19.5%
24.7%
29.4%

who have jobs, fear losing them. The poorer

groups in search of work-with no family

Source. Mointhly report by the Statistical Office.

members to protect them-are obliged to I___I
take very low wages. Urban unemployment at the end of the 1993s increased substantially: in 2000 urban
unemployment was at 21.5 percent compared to 15 percent in 1991 (Table 3.2). Yet, in 2001, it
decreased to 19.5 percent.
The most affected group is first time job seekers, but during the last few years, the profile of the
3.4
unemployed also changed. Since the late 1990s, unemployment among household heads (primary
breadwinners aged 35-44 years) showed an increase. Many people with little or no training are working
in service sectors at low level wages (close to poverty line) as live-in housekeepers or live-in guards
(DH1)1000/month or US$1 OC/month) for six or seven days/week, compared to the SMIEG which is about
DHl,800/month for BACC +2 level.
Jolb Cirenom or Iolb DHwoction? High urban unemployment and high rural underemployment
3.5
place major strains on social systems and on traditional family solidarity, as the numbers out of work or in
very low paying jobs put pressure on other working family members who have jobs but are afraid of
losing them. Growing job destruction rates, modest formal sector job creation rates plus an estimated 4.8
percent growth in the annual urban labor supply, mrake workers more insecure about their future. Cver
the last few years, the numbers of layoffs and company closures have increased, as companies find it
more difficult to compete."5 The World Bank's "'Private Sector Assessment Update" (December 1999)
carried out a survey of more than 353 small-medium and large enterprises asking them to rank constraints
to their business activities. The number one problem cited was the behavior of the administration (tax
administration, judicial processes, late payments by public agencies for goods and services rendered),
followed by problems with human resources (lack of qualified/skilled workers, the frequent tumover of
unskilled workers, and poor managerial skills).
-Thrme jobs,
azr
In Morocco, as other countries, there has been a sharp increase in ReTjzi
3.6
16 The vast majority of employment creation is in
secure.
less
become
has
employment
as fonnal sector
14
15
16

For mformation on the urban poverty and employment profile, see: "Morocco Poverty Update", World Bank, Report #
21506-MOR, March 2001.
It would be useful to show: (i) which sectors of the economy created jobs faster than the average between 1990 and 2000;

(ii)their share in total employment; and (iii) a companson of public/private salaries.

World Employment Report 1998-99, International Labor Organizetion (ILO), Geneva, 1998.
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the informal sector (estimates vary as high as 70 percent). Current tax and other regulations give small
companies no incentive to enter the formal sector. Labor in the formal sector is quite heavily taxed (on
average between 14 to 19 percent). Given the oversupply of labor, many countries are trying to devise
ways to lower taxes on labor by raising tax revenues from the use of other, non-renewable resources
(energy, water), or by lower pensions and other retirement benefits.
PoorAccess or InappropriateEducation and Skills Training
During the 1980s, when Moroccan exporters had less international competition, a low wage, low
3.7
skill workforce was not considered a handicap. By the 1990s, with the arrival of competition from better
educated workforces in Eastern Europe and even lower wage workforces from South Asia, Moroccan
managers recognized the large shortfalls in their workers' skills and adaptability. These shortcomings
have adversely affected the productivity of existing enterprises, the ability to create new companies and
new jobs, and have contributed to keeping the Moroccan workforce in a situation of high formal sector
unemployment, low or stagnant wages, and lower economic growth.
Nearly half the of the urban workforce is illiterate. Morocco's labor force has, on average, 2.6
3.8
years of schooling compared to Chile (8 years), Mexico (7) and Tunisia (5). Higher basic education
levels for the industrial and services sector should translate into higher productivity. Urban public
schools are over-crowded and frequently peri-urban children have difficulty getting enrolled in public
schools, because their squatter settlement falls outside the jurisdictions closest to schools or because they
don't have the necessary legal papers. On-the-job training, particularly in small and medium enterprises
is still quite modest (only 10 percent of salaried employees declared at the CNSS have benefited from it).
3.9
Apprentissage. For those children who are unable to complete school, the main source of
training are apprenticeships with local craftsmen. Unfortunately, many children are not learning a craft,
but are low paid (almost unpaid) labor asked to carry out dangerous or unhealthy activities. The goal is to
provide Moroccan children 9 years of basic education, ideally until age 15, with a few years of work as an
apprentice. A major criticism of many parents is that sending their children to school takes time away
from learning a craft that will earn them a living. Because the knowledge obtained in school is not of a
sufficient quality to actually help them get a job, they risk spending several years attending school with no
improvement in their employment prospects and a burden on their families.
ChildLabor
3.10
Based on the 1999 national employment survey data, official statistics showed that 515,000
children between the ages of 7 and 15 years were employed in different sectors of the economy whether
legally or illegally, and 87 percent of them were employed in the rural areas. There is no way of really
knowing how many children are working in the informal sector out of the 2-3 million school-age children
out of school, but recent studies demonstrate that higher enrollment rates reduce the incidence of child
labor.17 UNICEF also cited the non-formal education program which started in 1997, as another
important measure that has helped reduce or at least minimize the worst effects of denying working
children even the most basic instruction. The draft labor code (currently under discussion) will raise the
minimum age for apprenticeships from 12 to 15.
3.11
In 1997, the 1LO did a survey on child labor, sampling 3,500 enterprises in all sectors of the
economy. The study found that the situation is not comparable to the very poor conditions for children in
many Asian and African countries.
'7

See: "Morocco Poverty Update", World Bank, Report # 21506-MOR, March 2001.
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In rural areas, child labor is almost the norm, especiMEy for girls. Te only solution is expanded
school enrollment with special programs and scholarships targeted to girls.
O In urban areas, child labor is more visible and begins at around age 10. Ht is rare to fimd children aged
7 or 8 who work thanks to having most children in urban areas in school for at least the first couple
years.
o The sectors most detrimental to children's health were solid waste management and handicraft
activities (such as metal works, tiny ceramic tiles, operating the kilns for pottery or young boys up to
their waists in vats of dying cloth).
O The poverty update report, based on the 1998/99 LrSMS, has shown that child labor has been
declining as a result of the increase of school attendance. JEn 1998, 16 percent of children were
working and about 18 percent were reported as doing nothing compared to 18 percent and 25 percent
respectively in 1991. Nevertheless a better understanding of the Child Labor is needed.
o

H%edga sad Od Age
3.12
Overall health indicators are better in urban areas than in rural areas, as access to subsidized basic
care is more easily available (50 percent of uroan residents can walk to health facilities) and some
treatments (blood tests, examinations, X rays, some su-gzries etc.) are heavily subsidized at the public
hospitals. There is no compulsory health insurance system, and voluntary formal insurance covers only
16.4 percent of the population, three fourths of whom are civil servants (11 percent are covered by
"mutualites"of public sector, 1 percent by "mutualit6s"cf private sector, 3 percent by private insurance
companies, and less than 84 percent of the population have no health coverage). Civil servants are
covered by mutual insurance systems managed by CNTIO?S (Caisse Nationales des Organismes de
Prevoyance Sociale). Around 80 percent of the public sector employees are automatically declared at the
CNOPS. Overall, 30 percent of urban residents are affiliated with CNOPS, while the number of rural
affiliated members is around 2 percent. Public insurance systems include two schemes: (i) a basic scheme
defined by CNOPS and (ii) an additional social coverage determined by each mutual.
3.13
Overall, the social insurance system protects those in the formal economy. With 2.3 million
contributors, it represents only about 23 percent of the total workforce of 10.1 million. Therefore, many
urban (and most rural) workers are left out of any formal protection system. Disabilities, due to accidents,
and old age are other factors affecting the urban population. .or the most part, these groups need to be
looked after by family memobers. The gradual decline in family solidarity, however, puts many of these
people at risk of falling into poverty. To increase sustainability of health financing as well as to ensure
access to basic social services, the government has been considering for some years simultaneo-asly
launching a compulsory health insurance plan for the formal sector and widening access to health services
as part of the development of a national health fumd for the por (RAMED - Regime d 'aide medicale aux
personnes economiquement faibles). In that sense, a stldy on compulsory health insurance and on
RAMED has been finalized, and a draft law has been drafted. Tne draft law was approved by the
parliament in September 2002. Currently the implementation texts need to be prepared.
Housing and anff fou?c9,e
3.14
An estimated 25 percent of the urban population is living in shanty towns or informnal settlements
(the latter being illegal developments which are "ownec" by residents and are made of more solid,
masonry type construction materials). In both areas, service standards for water, sanitation, and social
infrastructure are well below the national averages for the urlban population. The share of the population
in shanty towns has gone up from 6 percent of urban households in the early 1990s to 10 percent today.
The growth is not solely an outcome of poverty but also the inadequate supply response of the formal land
and housing markets that are constrained by rigid and costly development regulations, the inadequacy of
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systems for financing infrastructure in a rapidly urbanizmg country, and the consequences of these
constraints on the cost of land and housing through formal systems. These constraints also account for
the growth of informal settlements which are in violation of existing development and land use standards
and are considered illegal. Access to services in the shanty towns is very low, while access to services in
informal settlements is 26 percent for water and 43 percent for sanitation.
Social Exclusion
The weakening of family solidarity falls most heavily on people who find themselves m
3.15
unfortunate predicaments. There are very few reliable statistics on the size of these different groups, but
they are thought to be modest. In recent years, NGOs have been setting up in urban areas to provide
services to people who have no family to turn to and for whom the government does not have programs.
* Unwed mothers are often condemned by their family, their traditions, and society. Some cases are
young village girls who are victims of incest, some are young household maids in the cities. The
households where they are living send them away so as not to bring shame on the family. One NGO
in Casablanca looks after mothers and their infants and trains them so they can earn some revenues.
* Street children are mainly boys, though there are some girls who have no contact with any other
social structure (neither family nor school). Compared to other countries, the numbers are modest.
UNICEF estimates that the numbers of children actually living and sleeping on the streets are about
4,000-5,000 in Casablanca, 200-300 in Fez, and 300 in Tangier. During the daytime the numbers are
much larger. Regarding the street children, according to the 1998 survey, 1,139 street children aged
less than 15 years were identified in Fes Dar Dbibegh and 360 in Tanger-Asila. However more
detailed information is needed to assess the extent of the problem in Morocco. The largest NGO
dealing with the problem is Bayti, offering adapted schooling and counselmg, and prevention work
through a program that trains social workers in local city councils on how to prevent school failure,
delinquency, and child exploitation. Bayti is setting up branches in five other cities.
* Abandoned infants average one per month in one medium-sized maternity clinic in Rabat, but there
are no numbers nationwide. Morocco has no legal adoption laws, so a family that wants to "adopt"
only has the right to look after the child, not to give the child a last name or any inheritance rights.
* Handicapped, with the exception of one or two small centers in EntraideNationale, are cared for by
families or a handful of NGO charities. National efforts at handicap prevention are especially weak:
there are no awareness campaigns discouraging (or laws forbidding) the marriage of first cousins (a
common practice in rural and peri-urban areas). Prenatal care, and appropriate attendance at births by
health professionals and minimum basic nutrition advice in the early months/years are critical to
mental and physical development and would help reduce the numbers of handicapped children.
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Legall situsmea tg acr wommem. None of the clinics, hospitals or police stations are equipped to
deal with battered women, so NGOs have begun cpeniing centers thnat offer psychological and legal
counseling and some medical
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services. They help other poor
women, repudiated by their
husbands, who find themselves in
poverty, with nowhere to go, no

papers, and no education. The
current divorce laws protect The
husbands, while the women h.ave
However,
virtually no rights.
the Moroccan
since
2000,
govermnent has launched a
agamst
national
campaign
violence toward the women. The
Plan
2000-2004
five year
forecasts the creation of five
centers for women victimized by
violence. In addition, the Minister
in charge of women's condition,
family protection and children,
and the disabled is currently
preparing a national strategy to
fight violence against women.
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of people with reported sexually
transmitted
infections
was
212,240 compared to 403,000 ten years ago. MOHE estimates that the numbaer of new STD cases per
year averages 600,000. In 1999, the MOE began coordinating and soliciting donor contributions for
the training of health care personnel and for comnmunication campaigns. MOE is also currently
elaborating a national AIDS action plan with support firom he donor community. PDublic awareness
campaigns are still largely being undertaken by NGOs with support from donors. This program will
require strong multi-sectoral integration and coordination.
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3.16
In Morocco, like many countries there hes been a geat emphasis on microcredit, serving almost
exclusively urban areas, but very few efforts to promote microsavings. While access to savings services
does not necessarily result in an increase in household income, it could help decrease a family's
vulnerability to shocks and allow the poor to build and m2nage an asset base ( Chapter IV).
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C. SOCIAL PROTECTION SPENDING, PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

3.17 Total urban public expenditures for social protection reached a share of about 9 to 10 percent of
GDP, two and a half to three times outlays in rural areas. Moreover, about 75 percent of urban public
expenditures benefit the better-off. l In urban areas, education expenditures represent the highest public
outlay at 4.2 percent of GDP, which is two to three times higher than outlays for children in rural areas,
even though rural areas have slightly more children. The main reason is because more urban children
(from better-off families) continue their education past grade 6.
3.18
Perhaps the largest government expenditure in urban areas, which does not appear in table 3.3, is
civil service recruitment outlays. As a means of soaking up excess labor supply, even now, the
government continues a fairly generous recruitment policy, such that the civil service wage bill reached
12 percent of GDP (compared to seven to nine percent in other middle income countries), and more than
half of all formal sector jobs are public sector.
Basic Education, Higher Education and Vocational Training
3.19
Basic Education. It is difficult to know how many of the two to three million children out of
school are from urban areas. Many are undoubtedly from the peri-urban zones, encompassing families
moving in from rural areas. These children have various types of difficulties getting into school: lack of
proper papers (illegitimate or no last name); living outside a specific school jurisdiction; and financially
unable to purchase school materials. In general, the quality of urban primary schools is very poor. They
tend to be dilapidated and overcrowded, with as many as 50 students per class. In one of the urban areas
visited (Marrakech) the Education Delegate said the main problem was poor attendance of children in the
aftemoon (school breaks at 11:30 A.M. and the majority of children in the poorer neighborhoods do not
return to class for the aftemoon session). Of the 36,000 non-formal schools set up since 1997, roughly 60
percent are in peri-urban areas. These schools are trying to give some education (basic Arabic literacy,
French and math) to children who are unable to access the formal public system. The MEN has entered a
partnership with private businesses in a program launched in 1999 by Wafabank, "Adopt a School" as a
means of improving urban primary school conditions (Chapter IV). Several thousand private businesses
are joining in the program.
3.20
Higher Education. There are currently about 200,000 students enrolled in higher education. For
the numerous university faculties with free access, dropout rates are on average 50 percent in the first year
(90 percent for some faculties). Of those who graduate, a high percentage (estimated 40 percent) remain
unemployed in their fields for as long as four to five years after graduation. As much as 70 percent of
university graduates in literature, language, sociology, and religious studies as well as geology, biology,
and chemistry are unemployed or working in other fields. The system is having great difficulty shifting
graduate expectations away from a job in the civil service (particularly since government is perceived as
the only secure employer) toward employment in the private sector. There is a costly mismatch for the
State between diplomas and job opportunities, such that many graduates need to be retrained in order to
become suitable for the job market. The private sector's lackluster job creation performance over the past
decade only accentuates the mismatch.
3.21
International experience demonstrates that the best education investment is a well-rounded,
general education that encourages flexibility and innovation (rather than too much specialization). The
18

Share of urban expenditures, by category, estimated to benefit mainly the better-off: Employment & Training (90%/o);
Education (65-70%); Health (70%); Low-income housing (80%), Consumer Food Subsidies (70%); Social Insurance
(85%).
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objective is to teach students to analyze problems, raise questions, and explore various problem solving
options. Companies need a "trainable" workforce that can adapt to changing demands arnd requirements.
In a world where knowledge is increasingly supplanting physical capital as the source of present and
future wealth, countries need to educate their young people to a higher standard. Some of the reforms
identified by the Royal Commission's work on higher education in iMorocco included: gradual reduction
in the size of faculties with free access (those faculties witlh no speciai exam concours requirements);
greater autonomy from government; much closer rmanagement and knowledge sharing links with
businesses; and gradual introductien of fees.
3.22
VNocni2amna 7imnmmg. Vocational training is the most important mechanism of training and
retraining for qualified workers in Morocco. The pubLic sector is the main provider, accounting for 60
percent of total training, but private provision has grown steadily ('bout8 percent per year) over the past
decade. One of the main handicaps for both initial and in service training is the predominance of the
public sector and lack of compet-tion between providers, not only in the ind-ustrial fields (w1here the
private providers have not invested) but also in the services (for example computers). Since early 1990s,
vocational training has experienced significant changes which can be summarized as follows: (i) reforms
of training at four levels (specialization, qualification, technician, and specialized technician); (ii) increase
in the number of trainees (from 53,000 to 179,000) and graduates (75,300 in 2000); (iii) diversification of
training courses in order to better serve the needs of en`zrprises and creation of training methods
involving enterprises in the assessment of their needs and in the management of the training; (iv)
continuous development of the private sector (its number of beneficiaries has increased fivefold to reach
55,000 trainees) ; (v) creation cf non-governmental inter-professional organizations (Grompements
Interprofessionnels d'Aide au Conseil - GI:AC) in %996/9'7,
in te context of the World ]Bank's Third
Private Sector Development Project; to define enterprises' needs in terms of sKills and renovation of the
financing and management mechanisms of in-service training (the number of in-service training
beneficiaries increased from 82,400 to 222,000 in 2001).
3.23

However, the vocational training system faced two problems:
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a. The main drawoacks
are the followings: (i) only 15 percent of workers affiliated with the CNSS benefit from inservice training; (ii) most vocational training courses take place in training centers and are
targeted to formal sector and urban areas; apart from non-formal training, less than 3 percent
of trainees are from rural areas, even thouglh he rural area accounts for half the population;
(iii) training is either inexistent or insufficient in some fields; (iv) orientation of students from
the education system toward the Qualification Level (established since 1990) is not well
developed: demand corresponds barely to 2C percent of tne available capacities, even though
there is a potential demand that is three times larger than the capacity offered; and (v) despite
all efforts, the vocational training system bev-efits only 30 percent of first time job seekers
who arrive each year in the labor market in urban and rural areas.
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following issues could be noted: (i) the vocational training system is still supply driven ratner
than demand: given the limited need fCr qualified workers and th-e weak demand for
specialized training, trainers are mzinly adanting their services toward pre-employment to
respond to the needs of the youths dropping out of school; (ii) trainers and managers of
training centers lEEFP) are not sufficiently prepared fcr their job and dor't have any
enterprise-related experience; (iii) implementation of module-based taining, its approval by
sectoral conmmittees (consisting of professiorals) and its evaluation by professiona. junes
have barely begun; (iv) vocational training is trying to respond to dernands but is faced with
the inability of enterprises to hire qualified staff and retrain their staff; and (v) the means to
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restructure the employment and training markets (i.e. activities,
references) are still lacking.

skills and training

3.24 To address these issues, the government launched training reforms in the mid-1990s and reemphasized them in its mid-term development strategy launched in 1999/2000. To increase involvement
of professionals in the management of training, government is considering to adopt skills-based approach
(SBA) as an educational tool. Preliminary tests usmg this approach have been put in place particularly in
the fields of tourism/hotel and electro-mechanics. In addition, emphasis is placed on the development of
dual vocational training and apprenticeship that strongly involve enterprises in the training process.
3.25
Private vocational training has experienced considerable development during the last few years
and provides close to 33 percent of all vocational training. Viewed as the State's main partner in the
training and development of skills, the private sector's role has been reinforced with the adoption of an
institutional framework. Qualitatively the sector benefits from an integrated program that, since 1998,
has allowed to upgrade administrative and pedagogic structures, and qualifications in training fields. In
addition, since 2001, private establishments that fulfill selected criteria can obtain government
accreditation for their diploma. However, despite these developments, vocational training offered by the
private sector still has weaknesses at various levels (infrastructure, equipments, programs and particularly
technical/pedagogical staffing).
3.26
In-service training has begun to take off. Four years ago it was virtually non-existent among
most small and medium enterprises. Today 15 percent of salaried employees affiliated with the Caisse
Nationale de Securite Sociale(CNSS) have benefited from in-service training. Enterprise training and
retrainig needs are enormous and are symptomatic of Morocco's slow growth, modest export
development, low productivity growth, and deficit in human capital development. The importance of inservice traming is beginning to sink into the mindset of businessmen, workers, and government officials.
To upgrade competency of enterprises and improve their productivity and competitiveness, since
1996/1997 authorities have introduced, with the World Bank support, two complementary mechanisms.
The objective of these mechanisms is to encourage enterprises to integrate in-service training as part of
their strategic development plan. The first mechanism aims at emerging enterprise demand in in-service
training and identifying their skills needs. The second mechanism supports the development of in-service
training through the Contrats Speciaux de Fornation (CSF) and aims to integrate training in the
development plan of the enterprise, by providing financial assistance for elaboration and realization of
their training plans. These two mechanisms have increased enterpnse training, created dynamism in inservice training, and introduced planning in human resource development. To ensure financial
sustainability of these mechanisms, the government has approved a decree, in April 2002, allocating a
portion of Vocational Training Tax (TFP) to in-service training (US$15 million in 2002 and US$30
million in 2007). The objective is to ensure that by 2004/2005, 25 percent of the salaried employees
affiliated with the CNSS will benefit from in-service training.
Wage Policies
3.27
Average real wages in the manufacturing sector have been stagnant during the 1990s and labor
productivity growth, as measured by real value added per worker, has slowed down considerably from
nearly seven percent during the mid to late 1980s to only one percent from 1990-1996. Evolution of the
minimum wage, for both the industrial (SMIG DH64/day) and agriculture (SMAG DH41/day) sectors,
indicates the willingness of the govemrnment to protect a minimum standard of living for low-income
eamers. Despite several increases m its nominal value, the purchasing power of the SMIG was roughly
constant over the 1991-1998 period. In both 1990 and 1998, a five person household with one wage
eamer being paid the minimum industrial wage for a full year's work would have barely made it to the
expenditure class just above the poverty line. There has been no change in the SMIG since 1996, so this
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year (June 2000) the govenrnment decided to raise it by 13 percent, partly in line with inflation rates over
the past four years which averaged between two and three percen-it. An increase in minimum agriculture
wages (SiAG) has not yet followed.
Public sector wages and benefits contnue to entice young graduates to queue for Jobs in the civil
3.28
service. Workers with 3ACC + 2 are nraking around DI18C3-2030/monthn in fcnrma sector private
companies (usually starting on temporary contracts). By way of comparison, teachers (and other civil
servants) with a BACC -'-2 receive about the same base salary for the same level of education, but they
also benefit fromprimes, longer paid vacations, and near total job security.
XeRe Lfbo, MLIACY, ?0[sCjges
3.29
In the rnid-1 990s, the government intreduced several employment promotion m-easures, mainly to
help unemployed univers-ty graduates find jobs (only one program addresses groups with less than the
3ACC). The early programs were subs-dized credits to young entrepreneurs and a program that
combined some training with tax breaks to companies tfat took on trainees. During 1998 these programs
were combined under the title Ati;n Eine covering four subprograms:
> FGrvO /gseti which .nvolves taining, tax b-eaks, and wage subsidies to companies that
would take trainees (3ACC + 2 or higher) for 12 to 18 months. The wage subsidy ranges from
DH800 per month for 3ACC +2 to DHE1330 per month for 3ACC + 5 (US$80-130). There is also
-he average
traming that could cost znywhere from DlEv,2=3c to 7003 (US$2C0-700).
cost/trainee/year is DH1I8030 and the target is to reac'r 25,000 trainees per year. At is too early to
assess outcomes, but in Tangier initial insertion rates for the first group of 550 trainees is at 45
percent (compared to a national insertion rate of about 50 percent). For the program to be considered
a success, they want to reach rates of 60 to 65 percent.
> Fozmedom
goC5drie involves retraining (no wage subsidies) of university graduates w'no have been
unemployed for more than four years, because their field of study does not correspond to market
demands (biology, geology, law). There is a strong demand for this type of program. They expect to
reach 2,500 trainees per year (compared to 1,530 in 1998) at an average cost of !DE8030/trainee. For
the program to be worthwhile, they will need to have fairly high selection standards/criteria. They
should also consider language training among the courses offered. They are considering expanding
this type of program to include retraining of professionals who are threatened with layoffs.
emaea is a government program of guararteed and subsidized credits for young graduates
> Ap
ceumnes promoteurs) to set up companies. The national goal is to set up 2003 enterprises by the end of
2001. In Tangier/Tetouan the target number of companies is 150 per year, and so far they have 40
projects under study at the banks. The top amount of a project is DEH250,0V3, where the govenment
covers 45 percent of the project cost with an interest rate of 5 percent, the 3ank (two banks are
accredited for the program, the Banque Populaire and Credit Agricole) covers another 45 percent at
an interest rate of 8-9 percent, and the young promoter contributes 10 percent of own capital.
Pi,pgoere program provides university graduates with office space tc start up a business. The local
L>
communes contribute the land and the state pays for the infrastructure (access road, utilities, and
building construction %orthe office space. They believe the program will be among the most cost
effective, with an estimated 10,000 beneficiaries at an average cost of DE 16,C30/beneficiary/year.
EmploymneEa praemotiom expenditures in Morocco are fairly recent and still quite small (C.24
3.30
percent of GDP) compared to countries such as Sweden, Germany, France, and Demark iwhose
employment programs cost anywhere from 1 to 2 percent of GDY?. The two countries with the lowest
active labor marlket expenditures (United States (0.19 percent) and Japan (3.13 percent) have the lowest
unemployment rates and rely instead on private sector led growth and labor market flexibility to promote
jobs. Faced with high graduate unemployment and a brain drain toward western countries, the Moroccan
authorities believe they must help young graduates find employment. The cost/beneficiary is quite high,
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compared to unit costs in primary education (DH2500/year) and in view of the fact that these
expenditures are on top of high sunk costs for the education these beneficiaries have already obtained at
the expense of the state (Table 3.5). The govemment will need to evaluate outcomes relative to
opportunity costs carefully and make changes as warranted.
Table 3.5: Active Labor Market Programs 1998/99*
A. Programs
CIOPES
Wage Subsidies
Retraining
B. Credits
Young Promoters
Auto Emploi
C. Seed Money

Amount
DH million
50
320
20

No. of Beneficiaries

248
44

Unit cost
(DH)

Target Group

18,000
1,500

17,770
13,300

Urban unemployed
BACC+2
University Graduates

4,000
2,000

62,000
22,000

University Graduates
less than BACC

TOTAL
682
% GDP
0.2
*Approximate estimates based on calculations from Ministry of FP and OFPPT.
The1998 LSMS estimates the urban poverty line at an annual income of < DH3,650 per year.
Source Official data and World Bank staffestimates.

3.31
Small and Medium Business Promotion. In contrast to the DH842 million spent on active
labor market programs, only about DH25 million is spent on the development of small and medium
enterprises. These enterprises offer the best chance for job creation. Morocco's handicraft exports
account for about US$50 million, but the sector has strong growth potential, provided small businesses
can receive the necessary credit, information, and market access. Unfortunately, in most countries
(including Morocco), credit goes to large enterprises, which are not the main creators of jobs for the
simple reason that it costs as much to make a loan of US$1 million as it does to prepare a loan for
US$50,000. Many countries have found innovative ways to promote their small businesses with credit
guarantee funds, management and technical advice, and pooled efforts to access market information.
Since 1999, government has initiated a major SME Development program with the objective of removing
the main constraints to small business creation. The draft law in favor of the SME was approved by the
parliament in June 2002. Specific measures for SME promotion include: (i) a framework for the support
and the development of SME; and (ii) a promotion agency for SME. The government has also put in
place an action plan for short- and medium-term promotion of SME (enterprise creation, improvement of
enterprise environment, support agencies).
3.32
The government has recently established a new employment agency, Agence Nationale de
Promotion de l 'Emploi et des Competences (ANAPEC) that will run the labor and employment programs
(which are now currently managed by OFPPT and the CIOPES). The current CIOPES (Centres
d 'information et d 'Orientationpour I 'Emploi) will come under the management of the ANAPEC. So far,
employment placement services have been a public monopoly (legally private agencies are not permitted,
although they exist and have been tolerated). If the ANAPEC is well-designed, with quality staff and
sound management, this new agency could have a positive impact on increasing job placements and
providing valuable information on labor market trends and policies. The government also signed an
agreement in 1999 with the ILO that recognizes pnvate employment agencies, and the draft labor code
(under review in Parliament) provides the legal basis for their operation.
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3.33
High levels of under- and unemployment (and modest growth), the low skill level of tne
worldorce, enterprise closures, and the growing use of tem-orary contracts have meant that Mroe¢Cm
ib_
;c3m7
are in a somewhat weaker bargaining position than in the past. Since 1996, the Unions,
employers, and government have been discussing a draft -mified labor code as part of the social dialogue.
The objective is to give Moroccan employers clearer rules of the game and more confidence to hire easi.y,
wvithout fear of unfair retribution from the tribunals ,f they need to fire or lay off a worker. Prior to this
draft code, a series of confusing laws, dating back to the 195 ^s, governed labor relations.
3.34 Tne draft labor code was sent to Parliament in early March 2000, with no resolution, and
discussions with the unions cn contentious issues continue. The unions would lilke a narrower definition
of firing for misconduct, more generous compensation packages for arbitary dismnissals, stricter
procedures for layoffs during economnic down-swings (there is no formal unemployment insurance
scheme, so they want to limit the reductions in hours of work/week during a slowdown), and the legal
right to have unions in all enterprises. The draft code briLngs more clarity, modernizes some of the
regulations in conformity with IILO conventions, and leaves the rules with respect to flexibility and
temporary employment unchanged. From the employers point of view, this appears to be a reasonaable
outcome. Surveys of employers failed to rank inflexible employment rules among the top 10 concems of
businessmen. 19
se_-

f--,

3.35
There are an estimated 10 mnillion people aged 10 and up who are illiterate (meaning 47 percent
out of a total of 21,3 million). Until 1997, adult literacy was handied by the Ministry of Education, stIll
the major provider of classes (Table 3.6). Then it was switched to a department of the Ministry of
Employment,
Professional
l'raining,
Social
Development and Solidarity (MSDSEVT). In 1998,
TPle 3060
leicriel Clle t ninng
the socialist-led government set the goal of reducing
LnirOvMelrroOf
illiteracy from 50 percent of the population today to

Private Enterprises

less than 20 percent by 2010, largely by targeting men
NTGOs
and women between the ages of 15 and 40. For the
nstyof E2ducation
first time, beginning in 1999, the Adult Literacy
Other Public Agencies
Directorate began forming partnerships with NGOs for
TOTAL
the provision of adult literacy training, signing 53
agreements with NGOs (supported under two Bank
Source Offi cialdata.
projects).
The Directorate has also initiated
agreements with private enterprises, although the numbers are still small (1,500
courses in 1999 out of an estimated 450,000 in need of literacy training).

1,500
21,000

89,000
69.000
81,000

workers were given

3.36
The state's budget for adult literacy went from negligible in the early 1990s, to DiE:1 million
beginning in 1997 to DH34 million in 1999 (but this budget is tiny compared to the needs and comwared
to the recent DH400 million allocation under consideration by the Eassan E: Fund, (Chapter 17V)). 7cr
1998/99, a total of 181,000 people were enroiled in literacy training (62 percent were women). 3y 2003,
they plan to reach enrollment of 500,000 adults. The cost per beneficiary averages D72.20/pemson
(US$22), which is exceptionally low. Private enterprises receive a larger allocation for litemacy training
of their worlkers (DH2,000 per trainee or US$200), because they combine the literacy 'zaining with s1kills
upgrading. Of the 181,000 adults 1 6,000 passed the exam at The end of the 200-hour program with a
'9

See: "Pnvate Sector Assessmenat Update", World Bank, December 1999.
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success rate of 65 percent. The Bank-financed BAJ Education project has been instrumental in
supportmg this approach using NGOs to deliver adult literacy courses to targeted populations.
3.37
The two main concerns raised about the program relate to quality problems: (i) they do not have
nearly enough well trained instructors to keep up with demand; and (ii) the training matenals are not
appealing to adults, especially women, who make up the majority of the target group. The Bank is
exploring with the directorate the possibility of training Moroccan trainers in innovative teaching methods
particularly geared to women. Several countries are working on the creation of "Women's circles"
(Columbia, Brazil, Ghana, Sweden) where teachers are trained in pedagogic methods appropriate for
adults. Small groups of women are forned and the literacy training is designed around the
topics/problems of most interest to the particular group of women (life skills, opening a bank account,
setting up a business, legal rights, health issues). Classes are lively and the women are motivated to read
at night.
Social Assistance Programs
3.38
There are two main government social assistance programs in Morocco that benefit
predommnantly urban groups. The largest program is consumer food subsidies (1.6 percent of GDP) and
Entraide Nationale, a low-budget social assistance program with 6,000 employees serving an estimated
80,000 poor women and children (Table 4.1). The Bank has reviewed both programs, concluding that:
(i) the Food Subsidies program is not well targeted and needs to be phased out in conjunction with phased
tariff protection reforms and stronger social assistance programs targeted toward the poorer groups; and
(ii) EntraideNationale plays an important SP role but reaches only a limited number of poor women and
20
children (80,000). It needs and is undergoing significant restructuring to make it more responsive
Table 3.7: Nominal Protection Rates*1999
Consumer Food Subsidies (CFS). The CFS
3.39
is the largest "social assistance" program in Morocco,
Rates(%)
Commodities
reaching total outlays of about US$500 million per
42-818
SoR Wheat
year or 1.6 percent of GDP, which is higher than
65-120
Granulated sugar
expenditures on health care (1.08 percent). In fact, the
56-104
Sunflower seeds
subsidies are to sugar and oilseed processing
Cooking oil
70-99
industries, and to mnillers for a portion of National Soft
wheat flour, to compensate them for the high support
*Rates vary according to fluctuations in mtemational
prices they must pay to domestic producers. The
Prices so as to keep annual tariff revenues from the
sugar, oilseed, and wheat sectors, from crop
production to producion
processed
products,
are
all
highly
the
imported
products
at roughly
the same
level.
World Bank
staffestimates.
Source.
Official
data and
toprocesed
proucts, re allhighly
The tariff revenues from I__u____ffiia_daa_ad_orl_Bnk_tafesimaes
protected (Table 3.7).
imports of wheat, flour, raw and refined sugar, oilseeds, cooking oil, etc., offset roughly 70-80 percent of
the cost of the subsidies to industries (more than 100 percent when wheat imports are high). To neutralize
the adverse impact of the border protection (and high crop support prices) on processors and consumers,
retail prices for the subsidized staples are administered and processing units receive financial transfers
(subsidies) from the State for every ton of transformed product sold on the market.

20

Since December 2000, the Ministry of Employment has established a support program for associations working in social
development and poverty alleviation fields. The goals of this program include reinforcing capacities of communities to
increase their means of production, resources, and employment creation, improving in a sustainable manner the living
standards of disadvantaged populations, and contributing to the national fight against unemployment and exclusion. As of
December 31, 2001, 236 agreements with local associations had been established: the amounts for the years 2001 and 2002
are respectively MAD 50 and 60 But since this program is fairly recent and information is incomplete, itis not possible to
evaluate this scheme.
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3.40
As discussed in Chapter IE,crop price supports appear eso benefit larger, better-endowee,
rs
more than subsistence fanrers or lIndless labor. Tariff pmotection coupled will State transfers to diffzeert
parts of the processing industries for sugar, oil seed, and flour encourage audulent
Uactices,
rer.:
seeking, and an unequal distribnt7ion of the intended benefits. IDespite these problems, fte :-iw,
administered prices for these basic food staples are ar important trasfer to the po3r. Although fth be''r.
off benefit more in absolute terms, the poor benefit four times more than the better-off in relaiive Senns
and as much as half the populatiorn depend on the cheap, reliable supply of these staples. r'nte -X- has
been studying these problems for many years and has prepared suggestions on how o elitohini tfhe
subsidies with a phased reduction in tariffs that leave all consumers better off (BoX 3.2).
3.41
EbaMe
Nedoon§ offers many different but small-scale services-literacy, basic trafing,
shelters, pre-schooling etc.-- to disadvantaged women, children, and youth. EN prograns are pro psor,
but the budget for EN is modest (about DHEK200 million or 0.1 percent of GID? in 1998). Most of its
budget is allocated to recurrent costs, mainly the salaries ef about 6,300 persons of whrich abot .
are
permanent staff and 4,400 are temporaries (maialy women earning about :I 1 C4)/mnth. :ts
interventions are scattered over a large network of small offices with some 1,003 centers tbrougb.o= thle
country (in both rural and uroan areas), covering about 83,C3" beneficiaries (less than 2 percent cC the
poor).2 EN has an important mandate to assist the poorest of the poor. En fact, it is the only public
agency in the country that tries to reach the poorest groups, albceit only a small portion (1.6 percent) of the
estimated 5 million below the poverty line. At present, there is no social security system that provices
cash transfers to the lowest stratum of society.
Bo3il 3.2: IRFtOCrM Cf CC::sz=:7=

ee

The best reform option in terms of lower costs and higher efficiency is (i) a parallel reduction of ta-iff protection and
subsidies on food products; and (ii) the introduction of targeted ass stance to low-income groups. The budgetary funds freed
up by reduced subsidy expenditures could go for programs benefiting the poor (e.g., public works progrins, literacy, basic
services in rural areas, and assistance and training programs targeted to the poor). In the medium term, the reform should
reduce the high vanability of the agricu!tural sector, as price and other reforms promote crops that are more suitable to
Morocco's climfate and soil conditions (Cnapter II, part B). 7Te remaining tariff levels (ranging from 25 to 50 percent
maximum rates) would leave consumer prices the same or even lower 'han under the present systcm and would still generate
about DH2.7 billions savings that could finance the econormc and social ccsts of the transition period. Thne dismantling of the
border protection system has already started. Since November 2030, the government has begun liberalizing oil priccs &nd
has reduced the import tanffs on oilseeds. As a result the consumer prices have 6ropped, and the savings are expected to be
used for decentralized rural programs to compensate farmers. Nevertheless, these reformns need to be extended to the other
two commodities (sugar and wheat) which are politically more sensitive.
o

o

tldmcers, faimieps, ezc34pncearnsso About I million farmers to some extent, but mainly 35,003 larger cereal fzr.rrs
and 50,000 sugarbeet/cane growers would be affected by the tanff and pnce support reductions. Compensatory
measures could include: (i) extension programs to help smell land holders develop better-suited alernatives; (ih)
expansion of the existing labor intensive public works projects to assist low income households; (iii) basic infrastruct'dre
development in rural areas to increase access to basic social services (i.e., small-scale rrigation, pota'ole water,
electricity, rural roads); and (iv) community development progrms in remote rural areas. Sunflovwer producers could
receive a direct temporary payment to protect their revenue which wouid cost about DFR120 million. For the milling and
sugar processing mdustries, increasing the competitive pressurc would lead to a desirable restructuring process. T.he
four public sector sugar enterprises should be privatized and/or restructured. The State could finance the social costs of
these restructuringsAiquidations.

ConsemeFs. Reduction of tariff protection would lead to lower demestic prices for these staples, which would brenefit
consumers. The administered domestic prices of vegetable oiis and flour would be reduced by about 10 percent and 14
percent respectively, and sugar prices would remain stable. Nevertheless the timing for the phpsing out of subsidics and
the pace of cropping patterr shifts should be guided by the impact of the removal of the subsidies and tariff protection
on the poor and the share of existing subsidies accruing to the poor. Subsidies on cookmg oil zppear to be suitazoe for
more rapid elimination because of its lower contribution to total per capita ex-enditures and its low nutritiornl value for
the poor. For sugar and soft wheat flour, subsidies should be removed more gradually in light of their relatively largcr
contribution to the total expenditures and caloric importance for the poor. Based on 1998/99 LSMS Vhc incidence of
eliminating subsidies on the poor needs to be calculated once the disaggregated food informration are available. Thnis
would prepare the introduction of targeted food programs, particularly for poor children.
Source: "Morocco Poverty Upda!e ", World Bankc, Report # 21506-MOR, Milarch 2001.
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3.42
As the main public institution in Morocco serving poor women and children, in 1999 the
government launched a two-year restructuring effort piloted in four provinces to introduce fundamental
changes in service delivery. Several concrete measures are underway to help EN (i) better identify target
groups and their needs, (ii) make their activities more cost effective by increasing their beneficiary
coverage, and (iii) strengthen institutional capacity to monitor the impact of activities. EN needs to
continue to work in partnership with other agencies in order to improve the efficiency of its services (an
encouraging recent example is with the Mohammed V Fund to rehabilitate the nation's orphanages and
improve the management of these orphanages). It is also gradually focusing on a few narrowly defined
activities, while contracting out other activities to public/pnvate agencies and local NGOs.
Social Housing
3.43
The GOM has over the last 20 years adopted a housing policy based on encouraging homeownership, even in programs targeted to the poor, through the use of formal public sector land and
housing developers. The program consists of: (i) construction of "social" and middle income housing
units for sale at below market pnces; (ii) subsidized financing to purchasers; (iii) tax write-offs on
mortgage interest rates and discounted rates on property taxes for owner occupants. Direct public
expenditure on housing assistance is tiny compared to the value of assistance in the form of implicit
subsidies through a variety of tax breaks offered to homeowners and substantial discounts on prices of
land and units provided by the public-sector developers. Given the fact that these subsidies are generally
targeted at construction (bricks and mortars) rather than at households, they disproportionately benefit
middle income rather than poor groups. The most visible and potentially costly subsidies over the long
term are on mortgage interest rates, which as of 1998 were estimated to require DH2 billion to meet
commitments to maturity on existing eligible loans. This form of assistance is poorly targeted, as it
generally benefits households at the median level of income (DH3,600/month).
3.44
The development of serviced lots sold at below-market prices to house families living in shanty
towns is the most common form of housing assistance that actually reaches poorer households, the
poorest 30 percent of the population. This program provides lots to re-house families living in shanty
towns and it supplies serviced lots to other low income groups. Another approach is to restructure
provide services to the informal settlements which are generally inhabited by middle income groups. The
shanty town and informal settlement restructuring program is to expand over the Five Year Plan period
and has benefited from a DH I billion grant from the Hassan II Fund.
3.45
While the generous financing that is being made available will allow the restructuring program to
proceed at a faster pace and reach a larger number of households, it will not resolve several structural
weaknesses in the financing and land supply systems that reduce the poor's access to housing. The
location of sites is a function of the availability of public land, and sites are often at some distance from
employment and other services. In the absence of a system of financing housing construction that is
adapted to the needs of low-income groups, the acquisition of the lot requires a capacity to draw on
savings and the mobilization of family resources, which are limited. As suitably located public land
reserves have dwindled, the sustainability of this system of financing housing for the poor has become
doubtful over the long term. The targeted lots for poor households have in effect become a residual of
what is offered by public land developers, with an increasing ratio of lots being developed for middle
income and commercial uses. Despite the deep subsidies in the form of discounts on prices of land and
construction and mortgage interest subsidies, many programs remain beyond the reach of the poorest
households-those earning less than DH2,500 monthly. Achievement of the ambitious target of building
200,000 low-income units has also been very slow. By 1998, only about 9,000 units had actually been
completed with another 12,600 still under construction since the program's inception in 1995.
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3.46
The Bank supports the government in the ADS, which supports grass roots nural and pen-urban
community development. The ADS is designed based on the Bank's social fud's experience in more
than 50 different countries throughout the world. in June/July of 1999, the Parliament approved a law
establishing the ADS as a public agency. '<or the first 4me, NCOs are given a prominent place on the
Board of the ADS, and in view of their active role in Morocco, the ADS has the opportunity to become a
source of innovation for Morocco's social protection efforts. The Agency finances projects by giving
small grants to poor urban, peri-urban and rural communities covering a range of projects: potable water,
small scale irrigation, health activities, and taining are just examples of the kind of activities it supports.
3.47
The objective is for the agency to run lilke a private company, with low overheads, prompt
processing time, and the fulfillment of well-defined social development objectives. Ht supports grass
roots, local development initiatives by helping poor comrmunities develop project proposals and manage
the implementation and operation of their own projects. The Agency, depending on its development,
could also become a focal point for more coordinated social protection efforts.

3.48
Morocco's formal safety net systems (pension and family allowance) are at a critical juncture.
There have been a number of initiatives aimed at resolving financial problems and coverage issues. En
light of Morocco's evolving demographic situation, a much more comprehensive approach to reform is
needed in order to ensure that the existing systems fulfill two principal roles:
> First, to act as a safety net to redistribute income toward the poorest segments of the population.
> Second, to promote savings that can be invested to generate pension payments. An important byproduct of this second role is to promote long-tenn savings and capital market development.
Bo2 3o3 scenil secrnty g$1he=an

SchXeme
CaisseNationale de Secu rite
Social (CNSS)
CaisseMarocaine de Retraite
(CMR)
Regime Collectifd'Allocation
Retraite (RCAR)
Caisse Interprofessionnele
Marocainede Retraites (CIMR)
Six other public enterprise
pension schemes

11 irge:
Private (formal) Secter
Workforce
Civil Service/local
collectivities/Army
Occasional workforce in
governent, local collectivities
and public enterprise workforce
Private Sector voluntary scheme

H17,1 7unnyced
Payroll Taxes (18.65% of gross
wage bill), investment income
Payroll taxes (14% of gross wage
bill), investment income
Payroll taxes (18% of gross wage
bill), investment income
Voluntary payments: between 6
to 12% of gross wage bill,
investment income
Payroll taxes (between 14 and
27% of gross wage bill),
investment income for some

Central Bank, OCP, ONCE,
ODEP, ONE... .and Regie des
Tabacs
I

22

funds

This section summarizes a few Icey issues related to Morocco's social security systems from newspaper articles,
speeches, and Bank worc on pension schemes under the Contractual Savings project: "Pension Systems in the Middle
East and North Africa: A window of opportunity", January 1999; and "Morocco Poverty Update", report # 21506MOR, March 2001.
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Currently the coverage of pension and family allowance schemes is largely limited to the urban
3.49
fonnal economy (2.3 million workers out of a total labor force of about 10 million). Only 23 percent of
the active population contribute to one of the funds, and only 36 percent of people age 60 or older receive
pension benefits. The schemes are tilted toward the public sector, where about 50 percent of the benefits
flow (even though the public sector only represents 10 percent of the total labor force). The benefits for
some participants are too generous, while for others, they barely keep people above the poverty line. By
definition, the pension system is based on a contributive scheme. There is no safety net scheme in place
that is financed by the general budget and that targets the most vulnerable groups in society or those that
are most likely to suffer external shocks to their incomes, such as the 60-70 percent subsistence farmers.
The LSMS data shows that around 5 percent of those covered by schemes are among the poor.
3.50
About 95 percent of the CNSS is financed by private enterprise workers earming the minimum wage
(SMIG) or DH1800/month. The average CNSS payment to a retiree is roughly DH800-900/month (an
average replacement rate of 50 percent of their monthly salary). If these workers have two or more
dependents, this retirement package puts their family near or below the poverty line. In contrast, a retired
civil servant can achieve a replacement rate of 100 percent of his/her salary after 40 years of work.
The demographic dependency ratio (population 60+ as percentage of population 20-59) is about
3.51
14 percent, but the pension dependency ratio (population receiving pension as percentage of those
contributing) is 20 percent and is likely to rise rapidly in the next 5-10 years. The main demographic
factor affecting the schemes is that the number of retirees will increase significantly in the next few years,
while the number of new paying contributors to the system has not increased, largely because formal
sector employment has not increased. Parts of the system are financed out of payroll taxes (19 percent of
the gross wage bill) and as such represent a public transfer to a relatively privileged group more than a
redistribution toward poorer groups.
The financial positions of several of the pension schemes are precarious, largely due to: (i) the
3.52
demographic situation discussed in the preceding paragraph; (ii) the weak financial management of the
schemes; and (iii) the relatively generous benefits provided under some schemes. Actuanal analysis
shows that even where schemes have substantial reserves, they are also likely to face financial problems
within 5 to 10 years. For example, over the next few years the numbers of relatively well-paid retiring
civil servants will increase significantly with very generous benefits (particularly as part of civil service
administration reforms that encourage senior civil servants to take early retirement packages). Some of
the independently managed schemes for public sector enterprises are running significant deficits. For
example, the pension scheme of ONCF (public enterprises) is runmnng an annual deficit of about US$15
million which needs to be topped up by the general budget (a further state transfer toward the better-off).
Estimates to capitalize (fully fund) the scheme are about US$500 million (or 1.4 percent of GDP).
The question of pension reform is a highly charged political issue and is being discussed
3.53
frequently in the press, by the government, and by all the political parties, unions, and other groups. All
groups have concerns: the current system does nothing to address the problems of the most needy; low
wage, lifelong contributors to the CNSS are concerned that its financial management problems will leave
them (or their widows) with nothing to protect them from poverty in their old age; and private sector
professionals and civil servants expect a generous retirement package that will enable them to maintain
their current lifestyles. Failure to resolve the problems could have major implications for social stability,
particularly if some of the schemes are unable to honor the pensions and the financial burden of shortfalls
is transferred to the central budget. Morocco's public finance situation would become unsustainable. In
the face of these problems, two key issues emerge, neither of which have simple or obvious solutions:
> How to protect the most vulnerable groups and particularly those who do not participate in the formal
economy (i.e. 70 percent of the population), the few who do not benefit from family transfers, and the
elderly not covered by pension schemes?
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> How to ensure that the current pension schemes are financially sustainable, without becoming a major
fiscal burden on the State?

> Expanding coverage of the CNSS to provide means-tested safety net payments to pensioners (e.g.
basic minimum pensions) and other vulnerable groups (e.g. widows, disa'bled...) who have not
participated in the CNSS. This approach would improve equity, but it couid be expensive to
administer, and the fiscal burden could be significant (the CNSS already has Egh administrative costs
and financial management problems).
> The option most frequently cited by the authorities is to increase the number of participants in the
CNSS. This is a laudable objective, but realistically not likely to be achieved in the short-to-medium
term. Formal sector employment is nct growing rapidly enough and there is no incentive for the selfemployed to participate in schemes.
> Nevertheless, there is no real alternative to improving equity other than by expanding the numbers of
beneficiaries. The microsavings initiative (Chapter m provides a modest way of geting low-income
families to start savings programs which could later be transferred to pension plans.
D.

ONCLUSEGNS

H0,P90yMeng gad Foging
The absence of private sector led growth, low private investment, and modest jo'b creation pose
3.54
major handicaps to urban development and place the livelihsods of a significant portion of urban dwellers
at risk. Slow growth also magnifies the existing proolems with labor policies md weak initial training.
Moroccan companies can no longer maintain profitability with a low wage, low quality workdorce. Onthe-job training is still quite modest (only 15 percent of tle companies registered with the CNS ), but it is
growing and is expected to increase. Managers also need to get up to speed with newer management
techniques that motivate worlkers to innovate arid recopize merit. 7The government should also put in
place a monitoring system to evaluate the impact of the training (initial and on-t-e-job) on the integration
of first time job seekers as well on the competitivity of compan,ies.
Morocco is in the difficult process of shifting from a system of VT designed to "recuperate" basic
3.55
education dropouts toward a system that tains students tc meet the needs of a ch'anging ecoromy.
> The Office de la Formationprofessionnelle et de la promotion da travail (0712?PT) training centers
need to be more accountable for their results, 'oy increasing the autonomy of the public centers and by
having some institutes managed by private enterprises.
> The growing priivste secetr tzLI:ng institutes need to be supervised more closely by government
regulators. Objective evaluations available to fte public for all training centers will promote
competition, quality improvements, and fair/transparent business practices.
> The uverisi2es need to take a hard look at some of their faculties with high dropout rates and
graduates that remain unemployed in their fields. Retraining university graduates is a rational step
only if the universities drastically reduce the numbezs olf graduates witil degrees in fields where they
are unlikely to ever find employment. Many East Asian countries only subsidize university degrees
in areas the government deems .niportant for econorr:c development (eg., applied math and computer
technology, urban planning, environmental management, economics, transport engineering).
> More umAivers~iy nateo emy, the presence of private sector leaders on the boards of major
universities; and the financial and professional cooperation between industry and universities in a
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range of programs can also promote quality and stronger links to business. As faculties with weak
demand are phased down, new areas of specialization need to be promoted (urban development and
health outreach workers, urban planners, sanitation engineers, environmental managers, etc.)
> Active labor market policies are claimed to be a political necessity by the government given the
prevalence of unemployed graduates. However, the results and cost effectiveness of these programs
need to be evaluated.
> Adult literacy is a major challenge. The program needs to be expanded and the Directorate, with
support from donors, needs to develop innovative training methods, more relevant manuals for
participants, and objective monitoring of outcomes.
Social Assistance
> The Consumer Food Subsidy program needs to be gradually phased out, in conjunction with
agricultural price and other policy reforms, restructuring of the related food processing industry, and
an expansion of other assistance programs that are better targeted to the poor and vulnerable groups.
> The Entraide Nationale needs to be expanded, but in order to do so successfully, it would need to
undergo civil service type reforms. Decentralization, accountability, program innovation, and more
cost-effective service delivery mechanisms are all badly needed. The outcome of the pilot exercises
and EN's ability to partner with other agencies (like the Mohammed V fund, the ADS, and the
Ministries of Health and Education) provide lessons for future reforms.
Social Housing
> The thriving informal market has made up for shortfalls in the formal land and housing supply
system, but the existence of dual systems is both inefficient and costly. Increasing tenure security,
and enforcing the transparency of building permit delivery in the formal and informal owner housing
market are critical to the promotion of a housing market. In addition, organizing rental market
transactions in all segments of the housing market (medina traditional housing stock, social housing,
informal illegal housing, shanty towns) will help increase the liquidity of this main asset of the poor
and reduce the overall social cost of provision of housing and related services.
> The restructuring of informal settlements has been a common approach to providing services to
households that have managed to acquire land and build their own units. It has also brought clearer
rules to the formerly "illegal" or informal developments and enabled them to be integrated into the
urban fabric. However, the upgrading of shanty towns in situ has been a less common approach to
improving access to services for the poorest households due to the complexity of resolution of land
acquisition and tenure issues particularly where shanty towns are located on privately owned land.
> A number of upgrading in situ projects have been implemented in the past with donor assistance in
cities like Rabat, Meknes and Tetouan, Khouribga, and smaller programs are occasionally undertaken
at the local level. These programs are generally less disruptive than relocation to new sites and have
the added benefit of being able to reach a large number of poor households at lower cost than the
more common option of relocating shanty town inhabitants to serviced sites.
> Fundamental reforms to address the structural issues that reduce access of the poor to adequate land,
infrastructure, and housing are required to prevent the proliferation of shanty towns and informal
housing developments and the high densities and degradation of the medina housing stock. These
measures also need to be responsive to the needs of poor households for financial assistance either
through up-front grants or small credits to help them build their units.
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3.56
Given demographic shifts and the anticipated emerging structurai deficits in the pensions
schemes, each program needs to re-examine benefits (replacement rates, age of retirement, maximum
benefits for years of service, etc.) to avoid fiscal pressures on the central government budget. At the same
time, the systems need tc find ways of expanding coverage by transferring assistance to the most needy,
possibly on a means-tested basis, although the numbers involved are very high. 7[he authorities may wish
to set up a technical commission to review reform options and assess difficult trade-offs, for example:
> Increasing payroll taxes to support the additional burden is not really an option, since this would
further discourage new contributors to the CNSS, or furter increase the public sector salary bill.
> The benefits of the CMR and the other schemes will need to be reviewed in the lignt of actual and
anticipated retirement with contribution and benefit calculations based on actuarial analysis.
> Develop a system of capitalized (fully fundec) pension schemes based on contributions from
individuals and companies to complement existing schemes. This would help shift the public
financial burden back onto the groups most likely to benefit from the systemv and free up public
resources that could be transferred to the more needy groups. In the absence of a large capital
injection, a fully funded scheme can only be introduced gradually.
> Significantly reduce administrative costs (representing +/- 5 percent) in all the schemes, and stop
using the funds to finance public sector expenditures.
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IV. CIVIL SOCIETY, PRIVATE ENTERPRISES AND NEW APPROACHES 2 3

A. OVERVIEW
4.1
Non governmental organizations (NGOs) are stepping up their involvement in social areas, often
helping poor groups that are difficult for government institutions to reach. There is no census on how
many NGOs exist and what they do. Some estimates put the total number at 17,000; others put it at
30,000. The Bank is preparing a composite picture of development NGOs under an IDF grant, but this
work will not be completed until 2001. Private enterprises are also beginning to react to the enormous
upgrading "mise a niveau " efforts that they face, which involves improving their productivity and quality
of service as well as increasing their involvement in the country's social development objectives. In order
to establish public policies in favor of associations, the government has also prepared a report in 2002
regarding the measures necessary to develop partnerships between government and NGOs.24
B. NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (NGOS)25
4.2
There are four major types of NGOs in Morocco: (i) interest groups are the largest, comprising
sports and art clubs, and other neighborhood interests; (ii) charity organizations are the second largest
group, with a broad mixture of religious and non-religious benefactors; (iii) advocacy groups, cover
human and women's rights, governance issues, health and environmental concerns; and (iv) community
development associations mobilize poor communities into actions that improve their lives and future
revenue eaming potential. The first two groups have existed for a long time, while the second two have
emerged only during the past decade, thanks to a political loosening introduced under King Hassan I.
4.3
Of the four groups, the community development association works directly with poor groups,
usually in rural areas (Chapter II). The success of their actions over the past five years is impressive,
particularly in such areas as rural electrification adapted to small communities, potable water, small scale
irrigation, community schools, adult literacy, revenue earning activities, and environmental conservation.
In urban areas, NGOs are dealing with some of the most difficult social problems faced by disadvantaged
groups (Chapter E). Their strengths include close proximity to the populations they are trying to serve,
willingness to help people who have nowhere to turn, and their ability to learn and to try innovative
approaches. Even though the numbers are comparatively small, the demand for the services is greater
than what the existing NGOs can currently provide, and the NGOs are demonstrating useful lessons that
can help improve public provision of similar social services.

23
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In this report the term NGOs is used as civil society actors. Civil society regroups NGOs, Community-based organizations,
unions, etc.
See: <<
Etat/Associations: Les balises d'un partenarlat perenne et solidaire >, Budget Department, Ministry of Economy
and Finance, Morocco 2002.
Working Papers, "Le Role des ONGs dans la lutte contre la pauvrete en milieu urbain Rabea Naciri, March 2000. A
discussion of NGO development actions in the education and adult literacy area is in Chapter 111. The NGOs active in
integrated rural development are covered in Chapter II. Other country examples, see "From Confrontation to
Collaboration: Civil Society-Government-World Bank relations in Brazil" IBRD, June 2000.

4.4
A particular stremgtl is their ability to share information, to support and learn from each other's
experiences, and to help other NGOs set up the kinds of services they know how to deliver. :n 1999,
Espace Associatif and lWssociation Democrate d.e la Femme du Maroc launched its "Caravane
Associatif'. It brought together the Rabat/Casablanca NTGOs that deal with health, environmental
management, education, women's rights, and other issues in order to assure the training of local NGCs
and respective Ministry representatives the who visit remote villages together. The NOOs and/or t'he
education system need to train more animateurs or ageuts dv developpement - people who h2ve learned
how to organize local communities around the implemrentation and maintenance of development oprojccts.

4.5

In 1997, the Central Govermment boegan formally partnering with NC-s, first for non-formaa
schools (Chapter 1[), and then in 1999 to carry out adult literacy (Chapter [11). T'hese are two important
examples of partnerships, whereby the govemment undertakes to provide the salary of the instructors, and
the NGOs supervise and organize all the logistics. The actua amo-nt of money involved is negligi.ble at
this stage (US$1.7 million for the Non-Formal Schcols out of the Ministry's US$2 biliioln annual budget
and US$3 million for adult literacy). The results so far provide important lessons for the public system
and merit further financial and technical support.
4.6
Another potential partnership program could be education scholarshilps for- girls. :n 1938, a
women's NGO in Rabat set up the first scholarship program to enable rural gials to atend uz?per basic
school (grades 7 through 9). The NGO identifies local rural associations, provides thnem with fnding
(DR250/girl/month), trains them, arnd entrusts them to find living quarters for the girls (e:ther in dormns cr
with families nearby the college). After nearly tvo years, the program has had very encouraging results.
All but four of the first group of 110 girls have remained in school. Similar scholarship programs have
been successful in other countries and merit follow-up by the Ministry.
4.7
LoCal NG03 ani LoCal OffnTiEal.
g
inMarrakech, Casablanca, and Tangier, the MSDSEV? and
the UNDP have launched a US$2 million pilot program with local NGCs to fight poverty through crosssectoral actions in urban areas. The project coordinators have had difficulties in getting local officials
involved in the development initiatives. The program provides training for the officials and NT¢Os to help
them work together.
R'imnastry of i[mnterircz n imlo Ee of Governmo:rs Cver the past year or two, the Governors' offices
4.8
have been increasingly helpful at resolving problems, coordinating with othcr Central Coverrnment
services, and working with the NOC, community. Tne 7'Xing has strongly encouraged this approach by
asking the nation's Governors to take on development respo7nsibilities as well as their t.adifional rolc in
security. They are coordinating effectively among local Ministry delegates, and they are seconding staff
to help implement projects.
4.9
Womem's Actdonll lana The most publicized initative that the government and NC-Os undertook
together was the preparation of an "Action Plan to Promote the Integration of Womn i Development".
This work was in response to the government's commitment to prepare such a polan, which it forbrally
agreed to at the 1995 Beijing Conference on Womren. The 1997 interim government and a small group of
Moroccan experts from the NGO and local human rights cormmunity launched an open, consultative
series of workshops to come up with a series of measures that would improve the status of women in the
areas of health, education, commercial and professional life, and judici-al rights. When the new, soci-1list
led government came to power in spring 1998, the two main coalition party leaders of UST:? and iTlstiolal
embraced the cause and this work.
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4.10
The Plan was unveiled in March 1999 by the prime minister, however, several months after
unveiling the Plan, strong opposition developed to some of the reforms proposed in the judicial rights
section on the personal code (Moudawana). The proponents of the plan argued that Morocco was moving
forward to modernize its commercial laws, in preparation for closer economic integration with Europe;
therefore the personal code should also evolve with changing conditions. In light of the resistance,
several of the judicial reforms would not be easy to pursue at this time. There are many other noncontroversial measures in the Plan that will significantly improve the status of women and that raise few
objections. The government is moving forward in these areas. In respect to judicial rights, a few legal
reforms which could improve the welfare of poorer women, without challenging traditional precepts,
should be studied by legislators:
*

*

*

*

Moving the legal age of marriage from 14 to 18 may help reduce the number of girls, especially
from rural families, who are forced into marriages (and/or servitude) against their will. It is more a
question of human rights than a religious issue. In many countries arranged marriages are a common
practice, but over time young women are gradually beginning to have the right of refusal.
Repudiation laws appear to be particularly harmful to poorer women, leaving them on the street, in
poverty, often from one day to the next. Moroccan lawmakers could reconsider certain aspects of
these laws, particularly since there are other Arab-country precedents that have done so, notably
Egypt and Tunisia.
In all countries, the majority of women who are victims of family violence tend to be from poorer
groups and have minimal legal recourse. Many countries are gradually changing these laws to protect
victims.
A critical outcome of the women's action plan is to strengthen the national safe motherhood program.

4.11
The number of religious-based organizations among the thousands of NGOs is difficult to
determine, and this review did not attempt to do so. The Islamic charities are very active in social
programs (basic health, education, adult literacy, sanitation, child care, summer camps, food distribution),
and their activities have been growing steadily over the years. The Islamic charities are very close to
disadvantaged groups in the cities and peri-urban slums and are often the first groups to arrive in the case
of a tragedy. For example, the Islamic NGOs responded promptly with shelters, food, medicine, and
other assistance for the hundreds of families that suffered from the collapse of an apartment building in
Fez in 1999. The current law on associations makes it very easy for religious-based associations to raise
unlimited funds, while fundraising is more difficult for non-religious NGOs. The authorities are
assessing how these rules can be adapted to recent developments in society.
4.12
In order to develop partnerships with the State and associations, the govemment has recently
prepared a detailed note on the role and institutional framework of associations in Morocco. In the
context on improving and implementing good govemance, the note suggests a set of recommendations
that could help improve the participation and involvement of associations in implementation of
socioeconomic development of the country. In particular, the note emphasizes close coordination of
different public and private partners, which is essential to optimize the impact of social actions.
C. PRIVATE SECTOR SOCLAL PROTECTION INITIATIVES
4.13
As Moroccan companies seek to modemize their management methods and structures, they are
also beginning to engage in the broader social and human capital development efforts needed in the
country as a whole.
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> In 1995, the President of a large private advertising agency set up the 7/cLmam:

>

>
>
>

>
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microcredit. In 1997/98 this foundation began establishing small community-based classrooms in
rural areas, along the lines of the Bangladesh experiences ,3R.AC).
At the occasion of the 1998 Mediterranean Development Forum, lDMCE, the largest private bank in
the country announced that it would build 100 rural ?rirnary schools a year for the next 10 years. 'l
would train their teaching staff in modem pedagogic methods and coordinate with the KEN to create
an innovative curriculum.
In 1999, another private bankx, WfzlbarnSE, announced its "Adopt a Schosl lProgram", whereboy
Wafabank branch managers throughout the country would "adopt" local ur'ban pri:nary schools in a
partnership with the MEN. Nearly 1000 companies have joined in this campaign.
GOC$, the large phosphate company, set up a training/schoiarship program to help empleyees learn
how to set up small spin-off companies that could be subcontracted as suppliers to CCr. 'They are
also setting up a jointly owned secondary school with the community of 7.ho_uribga and the ENT.
(NA has established a foundation to develop spec-fic poverty reduction actions in the communities
where the company is working, as well as measures to develop its own workers and personnel. Some
actions include literacy, language, and management training as well as urban and coastal
environmental management.
In 1998, at the prompting of government, several private or public enterprises began of-fering
functional literacy classes to their workers (paid for by the government's literacy campaign). The
numbers enrolled are tiny (1,500 in 1998/99) compared to the estimated 450,CO0 illiterate fornal
sector workers.

4.14
The results emerging from public/private partnerships are promising. The Rank's private secLor
unit is supporting many private-company initiatives in education, slum rehabilitatior, and sanitation. The
Bank could organize a small roundtable with the heads of these different private foundations to present
the types of social projects private enterprises are undertaking worldwide and explain how the World
Bank can support these efforts.
lTicredit2 There are now as many as 50 NTGOs involved in microcredit, but only seven of
4.15
significant size. They all target the poor with tiny loans. The largest group, AL AMANA made 25,000
loans for 1999/2000 with loan sizes ranging from DH{500 to a ceiling for first-time loans of usually
DH2500. Interest rates (called fees) are around 2 to 2.5 percent/month, amounting to a rate of 42 percent
per annum, which is about average for microcredit activities worldwide. In 1999, the BEanqe Populaire
set up a microcredit foundation that had one of the largest outreaches of any mnicrocredit institution, with
200 branches. These programs serve almost exclusively urban areas, since the main types oi activities
possible in rural areas often require too much time to make sufficient returns to enabie the borrower to
repay the loan. In Morocco, microcredit schemes are reported to be having a positive impact, witn
growing access, largely to women who have shown high repayment rates, >90 percent. One of the Iargest
programs is the Zakoura Foundation, which also undertakes non-formal village primary schools. nTey
have achieved very impressive results by adapting the lessons and practices of the Crameen Bank in
Bangladesh to the Moroccan situation.
The government passed a mnicrofinance law in 1999 that has made the rules of operation more
4.16
transparent, but the law is still somewhat restrictive. Given that several of the microfinance institutions
now have 4 or 5 years of operation behind them, a few questions can start to be answered that are relevant
for the future of these programs.
(i) Are the microloans actually lifting people out of poverty and sustainably raising revenue streams for
the poor or are they maintaining the status quo?
(ii) To what extent are individuals or groups borrowing frosm cne microcredit organization to pay back
another one? This becomes more prevalent when there are numerous competing microcredit groups.
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Morocco may need to consider setting up a type of credit bureau, where microfinance organizations share
infornmation on "bad borrowers" or "double borrowers". Another possibility is to have credit ratings for
microborrowers.
4.17
Microsavings. In Morocco, like in many countries, there has been too great an emphasis on
microcredit and not enough of an effort to promote microsavings. Morocco's microcredit law prohibits
microsavings activities by NGOs, but the formal banking system does little to promote small savings.
Many countries have a minimum savings balance that you need in order to open an account. In Morocco
the minimum deposit for a postal savings account is low (DH100), but for the banks it is DH2000
Box 4.1: Mobile Bank Branches-The Case of Lebanon
Mobile bank branches are literally mni-vans with a driver (who doubles as a security guard), a teller, and in some cases a
loan officer (if they make credits). These vans go to villages at fixed times each week to collect savings (and make loans).
The vans could be operated by banks, or by NGOs that collect the savings and deposit the collection in the nearest bank
branch. The program is highly successful and growing. One NGO recently combined "mobile bank branches" with the
delivery of basic health services. It has 3 vans covering 300 small villages once a week.

(US$200). In Lebanon the minimum deposit is as high as US$2000. By removing the minimum deposit,
you begin to open up access to savings. One bank in South Africa is leading the way in mobilizing the
savings of low-income customers with a minimum deposit of US$8 and with cash-point cards that they
can learn to use easily at ATM machines for deposits, withdrawals, and small advances. Moroccan
companies may want to consider savings promotion for their employees through the creation of company
credit unions or cooperation with a local bank to establish on-site, simple, bank savings accounts
(combined with training workers on how to save and how to manage their earnings). Another initiative
that has been very successful in Lebanon are "mobile bank branches" (Box 4.1).
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4.18
In October 1998, the then Crown Prince Mohammed,
launched the first nationwide campaign "iLutte contre la
Pauvrte". With the proceeds, he set up "Fond Mohammed Y
povr la solidarite". The 1998 campaign raised US$8.3 mil .ion,
and the 1999 campaign reached US$43 million (by comparison
the annual budget for the country's main social assistance
program -- Entraide Nationale-- is just under US$20 million).
The Board of the Mohammed V Foundation is composed of
businessmen, NGO representatives, and the Xing's Advisers.
Each year the funds raised are devoted to a specific theme. The
1999 theme is devoted to "Scolarisation de lafille rmrale , and
proceeds are starting to be allocated to the construction of
dormitories and possibly a scholarship fund. The first year's
objective was the rehabilitation of Morocco's orphanages. The
fund used Entraide Nationale and the Secretaire d'Etat de la
Solidarite to manage the works.
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4.19
in February 2000, the King established the 3,Hassan' 1.
Fund for Social and Economic Development, with an estimated Source Official data.
US$700 million of the US$1.1 billion proceeds from thne sale of
the GSM license (Table 4.1). These funds are to be disbursed over three years (2000-2003), and the
proposed allocations are substantial, particularly compared vwth the govenment budgets for some of
these items. For example, adult literacy tamining o' US$40 million compares to the 1999 government
allocation of US$3.4 million. In the 1999 budget, social housing investfnents were earmarked at US$15.5
million compared to the H[assan 1I Fund's allocation of US$110 million. The 1Cing chairs the board of tfe
Fund, which is composed of the Prime Minister, selected 1.oyal advisors, and selected cabinet rministLers
(Finance and Interior). Et is encouraging that these funds are going for longer-te-m social investments,
with the declared intention that they will be managed transparently in cooperation with existimg
government entities, private enterprises, and NGOs, with full accountability for results.
ID. CONCLUSI0NS

4.20
The non-religious based NGOs only began to emerge in strength in the early to mid. 1990s. Since
that time they have shown themselves to be a small but credible force for development and a major source
of innovative ideas and approaches for the delivery of social services 'schools, literacy, human rights,
environmental management, social assistance). For the more severe types of social exclusion (unvwed
mothers, battered women, H1V, street children), the NGOs have been the only place where these people
can turn for help. Demand for their services far surpasses what they are able to provide. The bilateral
donors are all increasing their contacts, training, and direct financial support. The World 3ank is testing
new ways to deal with NGOs through studies, the establishment of a social fund (SDA), and closer
cooperation with NGOs in helping to implement social projects.
4.21
MELm $Ptrhgth 0 The government remains by far the main social services provider, Jut much of
the work of the NGOs was stimulated by demands from populations that the govenment would not or
could not reach. The comparative advantage of the NGCCs is that they are close to the beneficiary
26

According to dahir 1958, Royal Foundations are referred to as associations but they are called "foundations". Tne same
term is also used for special Tresory Funds such as "Fond Hassan IIpour le developpement 6conomtque el sociar", which
is currently managed as a public establishment (Finance law of 2002).
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populations, have rclatively low overheads and are continually learning and innovating. Most existing
NGOs do not want to expand beyond their ability to manage. Instead, they help other groups duplicate
what they are doing by showing them how to do it, explaining what mistakes to avoid and what the keys
to success are. The NGO community's willingness to join forces and work across-sectors is a particular
strength. Their experiences provide many practical lessons that could help improve the public delivery of
social programs.
4.22
Obstacles. The NGOs face several obstacles. Among these obstacles are: (i) a restrictive legal
environment; (ii) insufficient know-how on how to manage an organization (accounting and systems
management) and weak internal management practices; (iii) a shortage of trained personnel to organize
local communities and help them prepare and implement development projects; (iv) lack of sufficient
financing; and (v) difficulties in organizing themselves and having a common voice. Several donors are
working to help them strengthen their capacity (German assistance program, USAID, the World Bank's
IDF Grant, and the EU NGO project). Currently, they are financed largely by personal donations and
contributions from international NGOs and increasingly from the diplomatic community (embassies and
bilateral AID agencies). The NGOs believe the Mohammed V Foundation and the ADS could play a
critical role in the financing and future expansion of their activities.
4.23
Partnerships. The govemment and the NGOs each play different but complementary roles. In
the recent examples, when they work as partners (non-formal schools, adult literacy, public health
campaigns), they can strengthen social assistance services and bring far better results. The government
needs to expand its work with the growing and diverse NGO community. The World Bank can promote
this process by occasionally hiring representatives from relevant NGOs to help it supervise project
implementation, particularly for health, education, rural development, and public works projects.
4.24
Private Sector. The actual potential for the private sector to contribute to social development is
quite high, and the govemment needs to actively seek public-private partnerships, identify what the
private sector can do, and determine how govemment can help them do it. In addition to significantly
expanding enterprise on-the-job training (which is still very modest, less than 10 percent of registered
companies), pnvate enterprises could bring some real innovations into adult literacy, micro-enterprise
training, local environment clean-up and other development initiatives in the communities where they live
and work. In the future, companies may become more involved in school policies, serve on the boards of
public universities, set up exchanges of personnel, and sponsor R&D programs with local faculties. Large
conglomerates and/or private banks could play a dynamic role, with cooperation from government, in
mobilizing small savers through innovative banking programs, and company credit unions.
4.25
Royal Initiatives. They are large (US$700 million for the Hassan II Fund, and US$43 million
for the Mohammed V fund). They focus attention on social issues and mobilizing NGOs, govemrnent,
and private companies to participate in finding solutions to resolve many social problems. These
initiatives, combined with the ADS, could provide a badly needed stimulus toward redirecting
expenditures toward vulnerable groups. These foundations and the Social Development Agency (ADS)
should provide the kind of structures that will enable the NGOs to give the authorities feedback on issues
relevant to their work and the country's social development.
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5.1
The World Bank (WB) has been at the forefront of analyzing social development issues in
Morocco. But the government must be at the forefront of actually designing and implementing solutions
to address these problems. The task is complex, and there are many social and political variables that are
difficult for outside aid and development agencies to grasp fully. The authorities are putting together
stronger programs that are articulated in their Five Year Flan (200-2004). The W3 and other donors can
play a constructive role in helping the authorities font closer partnerships among tnemselves (between
Ministries) and with non-govermnental actors. Many important lessons have emerged over the past seven
years that help in this regard.
0B. WOLID BANK STLATTEGY SICE 2996

5.2
One outcome of the 1995/96 public debate on the liaabewem
=F2 ail z¢an
imcomnes znd nanveuty llevels was the preparation of the government's flagship Social Priorities Program
(BAJ). This program allocated, for the first time, significant financial resources and media attention on
rural health, education, and infrastructure. The WB supported this BA.i program by lending US$150
million and encouraged the government to accelerate rural coverage of electrification (PERG) and potable
water (PAGER). These projects marked a turning point in the WB's strategy. Tne 1997 CAS went so far
as to require that one-third of the WB's lending program be reserved for social/rural investments and that
adjustment lending be conditioned on progress toward social objectives. To combat poverty and
unemployment, the 2001 CAS focused on human resource development through implementation of the
education reform, literacy initiative, and support to small comrnmunity-based projects (Table 5.1).
Table J:.- WerDd I3ank Supwr-t fAbr Sc!zRl ID3ve
1EPRO0aCTS

Us$ ndUoi

BAJ Education
54
BAJ Health
68
BAJ Coor. (public works) 28
Health Management
66
PSDIII In-Service Training 23
Literacy project
4.1
Support to Social Dev. Agency 5
TOTAL SocbaR

mntn

(l99gI7

-2

KmpemelntCg Agemry

Ministries of Nationa' lEducation
Ministry of Public Health
Ministries of Interior (Promotion Nationale) and Plan
Ministry of Public lHealth
Min. of Employment, VT, Social Dev., Solid., OFPPT
Min. of EmVloyment, VT, Social Dev., Solid., OFPPT
Min. of Emnployment, VT, Social Dev., Solid., OFPPT

242,.R

PHRD Education Reform 1.2

Ministry of National Education

PHRD Health Man.

0.4

Ministry of Public Health

PHRD Social Fund
IDF Social Dev.
IDF NGO Strengthening

0.9
0.2
0.2

Ministry of Employment, VT, Social Development, Solidarity
Ministry of Employment, VT, Social Development, Solidarity
ODECO (Office de D6veloppement et Cooperation)

TTAILSucial
TOTAL TA

2.9
9.4
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m. STUDIES

& CONFERENCES
Consumer Food Subsidies
Entraide Nationale Report
Health Sector Financing
Poverty Update
Education Reform
Marrakech Conference
Med Dev. Forum 1,2,3
Social Fund Round Table
Integration of Women in Development

Bank Regional Study/Morocco informal note
Bank Report (Ministry of Social Dev.)
WB Report and Conference
WB Report (Mimstry of Plan and Statistical Office)
Price Waterhouse/Royal Commission
Ministers and Unions EU and Morocco
Regional Conferences
Round Table of MENA/LAC experiences
Bank financed Action Plan prepared by Govt. and NGOs

*Only covers social sectors, not rural or cultural or urban related Bank activities.
Source: World Bank.

5.3
The other major change in WB strategy was the opening of a local Bank office in April 1998,
focusing initially on social and rural development. The presence of staff in the field has had three
important influences: (i) the WB is in a stronger position to know and understand the views of other
clients in the country besides government officials; (ii) it can see more clearly where and how our projects
and advice can be strengthened to increase positive outcomes; and (iii) it can work more easily acrosssectors and between government and non-government, central, and local actors to create partnerships that
provide the building blocks for change. These insights can help the WB and the government innovate
wherever feasible in traditional project work and combine the WB's technical and analytical strengths
more effectively through a better understanding of on-the-ground development needs. At this critical
crossroad for the country, the challenge for the WB will be twofold: (i) to help the authorities build a
consensus for policy change, and then; (ii) once change is launched, to help the authorities stay the course
through an objective assessment of outcomes, costs, and benefits.
5.4
By their very nature, social protection programs are cross-sector, but the WB is still at the early
stages of working across-sectors. Two strategic choices militate in favor of more cross-sectoral actions:
(i) having more WB staff dealing with diverse groups; and (ii) having WB staff focus on poverty
reduction. Poor communities do not see their problems by sector. They see all the problems, and they see
how improvements (or problems) in one area effect other areas. The WB is also trying to prepare more
cross-sector type projects, for example the social fund ADS project and the Small Scale Irrigation
Rehabilitation & Rural Development Project. The Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) is
precisely designed to pull together objectives, actions, and partnerships across-sectors, agencies, and
Mimstries. These new changes will provide many lessons on how to promote closer integration of our
work (and the government's) in the social and rural development areas. The addition of social
assessments and gender coordinators are also having a positive impact in this regard. Some of the other
donors are particularly strong on integrated approaches, and the WB needs to learn from them.
C. DONOR STRATEGIES

5.5
The most striking aspect today, compared to say seven years ago, is that most donors are trying to
find small ways to get their financial and technical support more directly to the intended beneficiaries.
Participation, decentralization, and partnerships are the broad guidelines, as the donors begin to integrate
their official assistance programs with modest support of other non-governmental partners in the
economy: local communities; private enterprises; professional associations; and NGOs. Table 5.2
summarizes the formal assistance programs and main activities (loans, soft loans, or grants) of selected
donors in the social, rural, and environmental areas programs.
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Table 5.2: Selected Donor Commitments (US$ million) for Social Protection (1996/7-1999)*
Donor

TOTAL
Asst. Prog.

IBRD
EU**

895.6
630.0

AFD
KfW
JICA

246.2
112.6
45.3
62.2
29.2
20.9

|USAID
CIDA
UNDP

Education
Youth, Culture

Health, Housing
Potable Water

Rural
Employment
Training Environ

SubTotal

% of
Total

68.0
55.0

194.0
67.0

51.0
41.3

19.0
137.0

332.0
300.3

37
47

15.2
3.8

139.8
40.2
39.6

10.8
1.6
xxx

75.9
63.9
5.7
27.7
0.8
xxx

215.7
107.9
45.3
38.5
5.6
20.9

88
96
100
62
20
100

breakdowns
**EU corresponds to the 3 year grant program 1996-1999 MEDA

3.2
xxx

* Approximate

L.

xxx

MEDA II (2000-2003) which has been prepared is not

included.
Source: Donors and World Bank estimates.

The EU is the largest donor in Morocco, providing grants equivalent to more than US$200
5.6
million/year. In the past few years, they have had one large adjustment project (US$120 million) and 27
other smaller projects, roughly half of which come under social development objectives. Unlike WB
assistance programs in other MENA countries, the Bank has not jointly prepared any projects with the EU
in the social sectors, despite the overlap of objectives in many areas.
The EU, like the other donors involved in the social and human development sectors, is trying to
5.7
innovate in its design of projects. As part of their MEDA I (Mediterranean Economic Development
Assistance) program, the EU introduced a tiny project of US$4 million that goes directly to NGOs with
no govermmental intermediary. This is the first time EU funds will not pass through govemment
channels. The EU also set up an "autonomous" govemment agency in 1997 (Agence du Nord) to expedite
the implementation of projects targeted to the northern provinces, but this design has had mixed results, in
part because decisionmaking remained highly centralized in Rabat. They promoted a health outreach
program in the North that was considered reasonably successful. The EU has also prepared a small grant
(US$1 million) to strengthen the Secretariat for Children and Family, focusing on the implementation of
the Action Plan to integrate Women in Development. The assistance will help that unit collect
information and prepare a databank on gender information. It will also support the preparation of a
national communication strategy. Their main social project under MEDA II will be the health sector
reform program.
The official bilateral donor agencies continue to work mainly through govemment, even though
5.8
many embassies have introduced or increased their grant programs to finance local communities and
NGOs directly. The Japanese embassy has the largest grant program to NGOs, (US$550,000 in 1999).
Other embassies (Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Spain) also have small grant programs to NGOs, usually
totaling less than US$100,000/year. The Japanese aid agency focuses 95 percent of its grants on the
fishing industry (environmental management, training small fishermen, and technical advice). German
official aid has shifted from soft loans to exclusively grants over the past three years, focusing mainly on
potable water and environmental management projects. The Agence Francaisede Developpement (AFD)
focuses its annual US$60 million soft loan program primarily on rural development and potable water,
with strong emphasis on participatory community development and gender mainstreaming. AFD has also
just introduced an innovative US$15 million vocational training project that is in the process of creating
five autonomous professional training centers (transport, audiovisual, industrial/mechanical, agroprocessing, and plastics) led by the sectoral private enterprise associations with participation from the
MSDSEVT. The project will strengthen ties between these centers and the corresponding private
professional associations in France. AFD's program in social areas is supported by official assistance
from the French Embassy, which finances and manages a grant program in education and culture.
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The World Bank has increased support for the development efforts of civil society through: (i)
5.9
its ongoing economic dialogue with government authorities (CAS, CDF); (ii) an IDF Grant for training
local NGOs; and (iii) studies such as the "Social Assessment" and technical assistance to help the
Ministry of Education prepare an evaluation of the non-formal education experience. In 2002, the local
World Bank office appointed an NGO coordinator to develop stronger ties and a better understanding of
the NGOs in Morocco and to help them cooperate together. Finally, the Bank and the GOM have
worked together to prepare two recent projects : (i) the support to the Social Development Agency
project (2002), which has strong NGO representation; and (ii). the adult literacy project (2002) which
encourages government support to NGOs for adult literacy training.
Cross-Sector Themes
The USAID's and UNDP's programs are both placing a greater emphasis on cross-sector projects
5.10
and activities. USAID initiated Souss-Massa-Draa regional activities. These activities try to create
synergies between the four sectors that USAID programs are concentrating on: private enterprise
development and economic growth; water resource management; reproductive and child health care; and
basic education. The activities emphasize gender mainstreaming; public-private-NGO partnerships;
decentralization and local management of schools and health services. The objective is to put in place
institutions that stimulate local participation in the decisionmaking process to significantly improve the
lives of the under-served, under-represented Moroccans living in the region. USAID is also working
closely with the MOH and UNICEF on launching a major effort to address rnicronutrient deficiencies.
The UNDP has shifted from sector initiatives to a cross-cutting program approach. The main
5.11
themes in Morocco are: Poverty Elimination and Sustainable Livelihoods; Governance; Environrnental
Management; and the Promotion of Women. The programs combine two or more of these themes, and
gender considerations are mainstreamed across all activities through capacity building and training of
UNDP staff and government counterparts, and through specific efforts to incorporate women
beneficiaries in the program's initiatives. The rural and urban anti-poverty programs combine social
programs with decentralization/governance issues to encourage local officials to work with local NGOs.
5.12
Many of the donors are looking to the Mohamed V Foundation and to the Agence de
Developpement Social (ADS) to provide strong leadership in the area of integrated, well-coordinated
programs between different Ministries, local authorities, NGOs, and donors. They expect the ADS to
deliver assistance directly through community-driven, participatory projects. Depending on how this
agency evolves, it can expect strong support from international donors.
D. EMERGING LESSONS
5.13
Based on the past few years' experiences from WB projects, other donors, and the NGO
community, a few broad lessons appear relevant for future social protection operations.
> Local ownership determines ultimate sustamability of project objectives. Decentralization of
decisionmaking must be accompanied by open communication between local communities,
provinces, regional authorities, and the center.
> Civil society has become a credible, cost-effective force for development. The NGO community has
provided valuable lessons on the importance of delivery systems for all social protection actions:
basic health, literacy, and education as well as classic social assistance.
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> Cross-sector and rurl and peri-urban delineaticns are increasingly blurred with important effects on
policy choices. Decisionmakers need to examine the economic efficiency of expenditures more
rigorously for all social development and social protection interventions.
ILsede11 iF

erI eps

5.14
Although the notion that sustainable projects are those that make local populations responsible for
the preparation, implementation, and maintenance of projects seems obvious, it is something that has only
been promoted in recent years in many countries and is not always easy to accomplish. A strong,
centralized state (in Morocco as in many other countries" became accustomed to planning development
from above, and local populations came to ex-ect the State to solve their problems. This has been
changing gradually. Village associations are establishing and maintaining potable water, rural
electrification, and small ix-igation systems with grants directly from foreign and local private donors.
Many government agencies are readjusting their project mnethods to include local participation.
eCE8tGgGgXbZcod GovgL'bonbcc

5.15
Morocco has a large, well-paid central bureaucracy and a long history of centralized control,
which has provided relative stability and rather unevenly distributed prosperity. Highly centralized
control (top dowr planning) has shown its limitations with respect to economic and social development in
many countries. A key shortcoming is that central decisi=&nmaers are physically far from the problems
on the ground. Decisions reached by the people most clossely concerned with the problems are more
likely to result in approprnate solutions, particularly with respect to social protection challenges.
Moroccan authorities are gradually moving toward greater decentralization.
5.16
Centralized control can pose another problem, besides the above-mentioned issue of
decisionmakers being far removed from the source of the pr5oblems. if senior government officials and
civil servants are not held to a high and transparent standard of performance, centralized decisionmaaking
can have even more perverse outcomes. Locally elected cfficials also need to be held accountable to their
people througn transparent ee.ections. The WB is trying to integrate meritocracy and accountability into
civil service recruitnent and promotion systems as pa:: of the Bank's wider governance and anticorruption programs. Many East Asian economies learned early on that selection and promotion of a civil
service cadre based on merit and results was the key to .ligher economic performlance. Tne Moroccan
authorities have begun a major "l&tte contre la corruptio7a9" campaign, and in each of their programs,
notably the SME development program, they are trying to significantly improve the level and
effectiveness of govermnent services for small businesses. 7he mise a niveam of govenment deparanents
and services is critical to improving the efficiency of all $P programs.
5.17
Creater autonomy at local levels is begining to takce place in MSorocco and needs to be nurtured.
The Governors in many 3AF provinces are taking the lead irn coordinating development efforts in health,
education, and rural public works. As the process unfolds, lessons need to be drawn and checks and
balances put in place and monitored to increase the likelihood' tlat decentralization will improve service
delivery and quality. Central ministries-throughout the world-are notorious for decentralizing
responsibility without decentralizing budgetary means fer achieving results. Without clear accountability,
checks and balances, an accurate monitoring system, and open commu-nication from the center to the
provinces, decentralization can have the opposite results intended.
5.18
Et is important to note that recently encouraging measures have been introduced toward
decentralization, greater deconcentration, and good governance, such as: (i) IHis Majesty's letter, S(ing
Mohammed VI, dated January 19, 2002, to the Prime Minister, giving the Walis central authority powers
and creating regional investment centers; (ii) introduction of innovative intersectoral approachA, in teerms
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of budgetary credits programs and making populations responsible for the selection of activities to be
implemented, in the context of droughts programs (i.e., allocation of credit packages to each province are
fixed at the central level and Walis and Governors are responsible for their distribution, by activity and
geographical locations after consultations with representatives of the population); and (iii) a study has
been launched, with World Bank support, for developing new budgetary approaches to link resource
allocations to results.
Cross-sector Approaches
5.19
Neither the WB nor government ministries are well equipped to deal with the kinds of mterrelationships that exist on the ground in rural, peri-urban, and urban areas. Government mmistries (and
WB units) follow specialized, sector approaches, guarding their projects, budgets, and authority quite
closely, even to the detriment of development objectives. Sectoral activities often take place in the wrong
locations or ignore the linkages across rural-urban centers and between agricultural and non-agricultural
sectors. Cross-sector approaches that take into account agricultural needs as well as environmental,
gender, health, education, and sociological considerations are recognized as necessary. But, they are also
an additional bureaucratic burden that administrative units prefer to avoid. Future initiatives designed to
reduce poverty are beginning to take into account the different linkages and rural-urban
interdependencies. The CDF, the ADS, and rural development projects are examples.
Economic Efficiency of Expenditures
5.20
Value for money analysis combined with the equity of public expenditures across income groups
raise specific questions regarding investments and expenditures in education or basic health care. Social
ministries need to evaluate the cost of various directorates and programs and determine whether they are
achieving the desired results for the money spent. Some examples evoked in this and other recent WB
reports include: the cost and effectiveness of the teaching inspectors; the cost and benefits of new rural
clinic constructions compared to health outreach programs from existing centers; spending allocations
between primary, secondary, and tertiary education and between basic primary health care and hospitals;
the ratio of surgical operations per doctor per day; the costs and distribution of benefits from food
subsidies; and the beneficiaries of cereal price supports and water pncing policies.
E. CONCLUSIONS

5.21
To assess the economic impact of reforms and expenditure decisions, the WB needs to look
beyond its normal clientele in order to understand the kind of changes that are needed and expected by
other groups in the country. Ongoing work in rural health care, health management/financing, and
education reform provide examples of how the WB can provide advice to Moroccan authorities at a time
when the country is mobilizing to implement reforms. Proponents of reform are often quite alone, with
numerous groups organized against change. The WB's on-the-ground knowledge of the situation,
combined with our ability to share international experience, provide reformers key support on critical
issues.

5.22
Developing non-governmental partnerships has started to become more common for many WB
projects. Some of the examples concerning social projects are:
> The tripartite board of the Social Development Agency (NGOs, government, and the Private Sector);
> The close collaboration of Employers, Trade Unions, and the government under the Private Sector
Development In-service Training Project; and
> Govemment/NGO agreements under the BAJ education project and recent adult literacy project.

Future WB efforts will need to be more inregra2ed with cross-sector partnerships between
5.23
ministries, other donors, and local NGOs. The WB is already applying or considering severl appro2ches
that could be expanded, for example: airing NGO representatives to aelp supervise project
implementation or forming partnerships vwith he govei-ment and NOCs to implement certain sroject
components.
Part of the Bank's role will be to help the authorities continue with these small steps and stay the
5.24
course by understanding the point of view of different o-ups, assessing outcomes, and adapting ts th
changing needs on the ground. The World Bank needs 'to iemzmorate Ikey lessons which have emerged
which are closmig Soon1, Iavo provided
into the existing and new projects. The BAM projects, fa: . -,,
&roga inclulde:
useful lessons. Some of the lessons learned during the imrpiementati3n of"he BAi..
> Carrying out the evaluation of the non-formal schools and applying lessons learned to public schools;
> The MEN - UNICEF - Bank initiative to increase losai community involvement in schools firough
the creation of credible parent teacher associations at several rural public schools;
> Pursuing a dialogue witO the teachers' unions and estoblishing schsol Monito_ring inicaztors;
> Working with the Ministry of Health to expand ouLreach. sernvces and introduce new outreach services
with female nurses, and/or sageferames, or health worlkirs (ageits ifŽarants)in select-ed B3A areas;
> Expanding the activities of Promotion Nationale a,nd reiyig on i?N staffto coordinate '3M activities;
> Once the Social Development Agency (SDA) begins e ,:z n. some pilot activities could be cayried
and NGO experiences.
out that incorporate the lessons learned from the M3A3
One area where W3 partnerships in the social protction area have been ;, iciai 1IJ weagk is with
5.25
other donors. En view of many shared objectives with &.e 3U, it would make sense for the government
and senior management of the WE and the EU to identify a fewv key operations where worling jointidy
could significantly strengthen the chances for success-ful, sustainable outcomes. Many donors are
involved in vocational and in-service training, where the WE could try to better coordinate joint efforts.
The UN and bilateral donors are undertakdng innovative approaches from which .he W3 needs to learn
from.
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WORKING PAPERS
Ali Amahan: Developpement Rural: I 'Experience de I 'Association d 'Ait Iktel
Abdellah Herzenni: Situation Agricole et Protectionsociale en milieu rurale
Karima Kadaoui: Strategie de Protection Sociale: Zones UrbainesMaroc
Rabea Naciri: Les ONGs et la Lutte Contre la Pauvreteen milieu urbain
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